Annual report by ING Groep (Amsterdam, Països Baixos)
     -,  
,  ,    
-     
    
    ’  
      
 .
 
    

NG Group is a global financial institution of Dutch 
origin, active in the field of banking, insurance and 
asset management in 65 countries with more than 
100,000 employees.
In its first decade, ING achieved a 16-fold increase in market 
capitalisation from  5 billion in 1991 to more than  
80 billion at the end of 2000. More than 70% of ING’s 
shares are held outside the Netherlands today.
ING seeks to provide a wide range of financial services to 
private, corporate and institutional clients through a variety 
of distribution channels, giving them the freedom to choose 
the option which best suits their individual needs.
ING comprises a broad spectrum of prominent companies 
that increasingly opt to serve their clients under the ING 
brand. ING’s strategy, which sets clear objectives, seeks to 
provide optimal service to the clients and to achieve stable 
growth while maintaining healthy profitability. The Group’s 
financial strength, its broad range of products and services, 
the wide diversity of its profit sources and the good spread 
of risks form the basis for ING’s continuity and growth po-
tential. 
In all its operations, ING strikes a careful balance between 
the interests of its shareholders, customers and employees. 
ING is conscious of its responsibilities toward a changing 
society and it expects all its employees to act in accordance 
with the Group’s Business Principles. These principles are 
based on ING’s core values: responsiveness to the needs of 
the customers, entrepreneurship, professionalism, team-
work and integrity. These values are paramount in all 
ING’s activities.
 
In addition to this annual report, the following publications are available:
- Complete annual accounts in Dutch and English;
- Annual report in Dutch;
- Annual Report on Form 20-F (the information in 
accordance with the guidelines of the SEC in the US);
- A new annual report with detailed information about
ING’s environmental and social policies, which will be published
in English and Dutch in June.
The publications can be ordered by:
fax: +31 20 5415451
e-mail: order@ing.com
The publications are also available on the Internet:
www.about.ing.com.
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ING’s operational net profit in-
creased by 24% to  4.0 billion 
and operational net profit per 
share advanced by 25% to  
4.18. Dividend rose by 38% to 
 2.25 per share, including an 
exceptional dividend as a result 
of the sale of the CCF shares. 
Total assets under management 
rose by 46% to  503 billion. 
 
 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  24
ING raised its profitability target 
from a net return on equity (ROE) 
of at least 12% to a net ROE of at 
least 18%. The profit growth tar-
get was elevated from an average 
annual growth in operational net 
profit per share of at least 10% to 
a growth of at least 12%.
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ING put its excess capital to 
work with two major acquisi-
tions in the US. ING now has a 
top 10 position in wealth man-
agement in the US and it is the 
largest international life insurer 
in Latin America and the second 
largest in Asia.
    
   . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  42
ING Direct tripled its client base 
and funds entrusted. The com-
bined operations attracted501,000 
clients in 2000. ING Direct France 
opened in March and closed the 
year with 57,000 clients. ING Di-
rect US succeeded in acquiring 
60,000 clients in its first four 
months.
  
-    . . . . . . . .  43  
ING launched new initiatives in 
the fields of  e-wealth manage-
ment, e-payment/e-billing and
financial portals. ING has ear-
marked a total of  2 billion 
for e-business investments. Much 
attention is also paid to increasing 
efficiency throughout the Group 
through e-working.
   
 
 . . . . . .  30
In November 2000, ING an-
nounced a review of its investment 
banking operations. ING will in-
tegrate ING Barings into ING 
Europe to build one wholesale 
and financial markets organisa-
tion. The repositioning of ING 
Barings fits with the management 
structure of three regions: ING 
Europe, ING Americas and ING 
Asia/Pacific, which was intro-
duced at the beginning of 2000. 
ING Asset Management is glob-
ally organised.
  
   
  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  37
ING received its long-awaited li-
cence for starting a life insurance 
operation in China and also 
gained access to this important 
market through Aetna’s life in-
surance operation in Shanghai. 
The Group applied for a licence 
to start a life insurance opera-
tion in India with local partners.
  
 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  33
ING is streamlining its portfolio 
of activities. The insurance sub-
sidiary Tiel Utrecht was sold and 
ING also announced its inten-
tion to sell the mortgage bank 
Westland/Utrecht. In Singapore, 
ING is in the process of selling 
its non-life insurance operations.
   
 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  24
The use of the ING brand is in-
creasing among the Group’s op-
erating companies so that they 
can tie in with ING’s strong 
global reputation. This policy 
fits with the Group’s ongoing in-
ternationalisation, which is also 
reflected in the more interna-
tional composition of ING’s top 
management.
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BALANCE  SHEET  (in billions of euros) 1 9 9 1 1 9 9 2 1 9 9 3 1 9 9 4 1 9 9 5
Shareholders’ equity 6 7 10 10 11
Total assets 135 147 154 160 180
ASSETS  UNDER  MANAGEMENT  
(in billions of euros) 43 47 53 57 95
MARKET  CAP ITAL ISAT ION  (in billions of euros) 5 6 11 10 14
RESULTS  (in millions of euros)
Income from insurance operations 12 ,364 13 ,027 13 ,424 13 ,125 14 ,285
Income from banking operations 2 ,849 3 ,130 3 ,529 3 ,706 4 ,428
Life insurance 242 334 376 432 498
Non-life insurance 42 69 87 134 154
Insurance operations - general 231 238 244 266 304
Banking operations 426 477 607 685 795
Dividend on own shares –23 –27
RESULT  BEFORE  TAXAT ION 941 1 ,118 1 ,314 1 ,494 1 ,724
Operational net profit 714 830 921 1 ,045 1 ,202
Net profit 714 830 921 1 ,045 1 ,202
F IGURES  PER  ORDINARY SHARE 
(EUR 0 .48  nomina l  va lue)
Operational net profit 1 .23 1 .37 1 .46 1 .58 1 .74
Net profit 1 .23 1 .37 1 .46 1 .58 1 .74
Distributable net profit 1 .23 1 .37 1 .46 1 .58 1 .74
Dividend 0 .55 0 .58 0 .63 0 .68 0 .75
Shareholders’ equity 10 .64 11 .39 14 .92 14 .45 15 .12
RAT IOS  (in %)
ING  GROUP
Return on equity (ROE) 7 .8 8 .7 8 .6 10 .6 12 .1
Operational net profit growth 4 16 11 13 15
Pay-out ratio 45 .3 41 .9 43 .4 43 .0 43 .2
INSURANCE  OPERAT IONS
Premium/expense growth gap (1) 2 9 4 –2
Life premiums as a % of total premiums 62 64 68 69 69
Combined ratio non-life insurance 108 107 108 105 104
BANKING OPERAT IONS
BIS ratio ING Bank 9 .86 10 .25 10 .90 11 .12 11 .07
Tier-1 ratio ING Bank (1) 5 .98 6 .18 6 .59 6 .79
Efficiency ratio 71 .9 71 .9  70 .2 68 .9 70 .9
EMPLOYEES (average full-time equivalents) 49 ,317 50 ,646 49 ,030 46 ,975 52 ,144
(1) not available (2) excluding ING Direct
          
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1 9 9 6 1 9 9 7 1 9 9 8 1 9 9 9 2 0 0 0 BALANCE  SHEET (in billions of euros)
16 22 29 35 25 Shareholders’ equity
221 282 395 493 650 Total assets
ASSETS  UNDER  MANAGEMENT
112 174 253 345 503 (in billions of euros)
22 32 50 58 83 MARKET  CAP ITAL ISAT ION  (in billions of euros)
RESULTS  (in millions of euros)
16 ,276 21 ,163 28 ,735 34 ,169 38 ,726 Income from insurance operations
5 ,316 6 ,306 8 ,415 9 ,876 11 ,302 Income from banking operations
548 652 1 ,075 1 ,256 1 ,697 Life insurance
198 300 154 182 262 Non-life insurance
388 736 836 962 1 ,203 Insurance operations - general
968 1 ,276 804 1 ,981 2 ,605 Banking operations 
–33 –44 Dividend on own shares
2 ,069 2 ,920 2 ,869 4 ,381 5 ,767 RESULT  BEFORE  TAXAT ION
1 ,507 2 ,180 2 ,103 3 ,229 4 ,008 Operational net profit
1 ,507 2 ,206 2 ,669 4 ,922 11 ,984 Net profit
F IGURES  PER  ORDINARY  SHARE
(eur  0 .48  nomina l  va lue)
2 .07 2 .79 2 .23 3 .35 4 .18 Operational net profit
2 .07 2 .83 2 .84 5 .12 12 .54 Net profit
2 .07 2 .83 2 .84 3 .67 5 .12 Distributable net profit
0 .91 1 .04 1 .25 1 .63 2 .25 Dividend
21 .25 26 .59 30 .42 35 .81 26 .08 Shareholders’ equity
RATIOS  (in %)
ING  GROUP
11 .5 12 .0 8 .3 10 .3 12 .2 Return on equity (ROE)
25 45 -4 53 24 Operational net profit growth
43 .9 36 .9 43 .9 44 .4 43 .9 Pay-out ratio
INSURANCE  OPERAT IONS
3 6 9 7 2 Premium/expense growth gap
70 75 82 84 86 Life premiums as a % of total premiums
103 102 106 107 104 Combined ratio non-life insurance
BANKING OPERAT IONS
10 .89 10 .77 10 .86 10 .38 10 .75 BIS ratio ING Bank
7 .57 7 .13 7 .14 7 .02 7 .22 Tier-1 ratio ING Bank
72 .1 72 .8 79 .7 73 .6  (2) 72 .1  (2) Efficiency ratio
55 ,988 64 ,162 82 ,750 86 ,040 92 ,650 EMPLOYEES (average full-time equivalents)
EWALD K IST:
        

   

am pleased and proud to report to you that ING 
completed its first decade with a remarkable year 2000. 
Our operational net profit per share increased by 25% 
and we climbed to the top 10 of the global financial services 
sector with the acquisitions of ReliaStar, Aetna Financial 
Services and Aetna International. Our stock price increased 
by 41.9% and outperformed all the relevant indices and our 
peers. In our first ten years, we recorded a 16-fold increase in 
market capitalisation.
We fully realise that we could not have achieved this growth without 
the 50 million clients that we serve today. Our main objective is and 
remains to offer our private, corporate and institutional clients the 
best financial and non-financial products and services.
The year 2000 has been a very good start of the new millennium for us, 
a year in which we laid a solid foundation for future growth. Sufficient 
scale is essential as ongoing consolidation is creating a select group of 
global players that will lead the way in the financial services industry.
The acquisitions of ReliaStar and Aetna Financial Services give us our 
long-desired top-10 position in the US life insurance and wealth man-
agement market, while the combined international operations of 
ING and Aetna make us the leading foreign life insurer in Latin America 
and the second largest in Asia. Our combined assets under management 
place us among the world’s ten largest active asset managers.
In Europe, we are gaining ground by rolling out our click, call and 
face distribution strategy in serving our customers in the retail market. 
‘Click’ for simple, standardised products, ‘call’ for additional questions 
and ‘face’ for products that require personal, professional advice. The 
clients select the distribution channel that meets their requirements. 
Our corporate clients will benefit from the integration of the investment 
banking operations of ING Barings within our European wholesale 
activities.
In its first decade, ING has gained a reputation for being an innovator 
in the financial services industry. In mature markets, the Group has 
attracted much publicity with the introduction of the direct marketing/ 
Internet concept of ING Direct, while in emerging markets ING 
contributes to the development of the financial sector by setting up 
greenfield operations in the fields of  life insurance, pensions and 
employee benefits. Both ING Direct and the greenfields recorded 
very strong increases in client numbers and assets in 2000.
This healthy growth is very important for ING’s future development. 
However important the acquisitions may be for our position in the 
world markets, I want to emphasise that most of our income in 2000 
was generated by growth of our existing operations. 
In 2000, we formulated increased financial targets that fit our ambitions 
and reflect our confidence in a prosperous development of the Group. 
We also responded to the demand for more transparency with the 
publication of RAROC and embedded value figures. 
In 2001, we celebrate ING’s tenth anniversary. We can certainly look 
back with satisfaction on what has been achieved in our first ten 
years. The bold and much talked-about merger of 1991, which was 
criticised by some parties, turned out to be beneficial for all our 
stakeholders. ING has created added value through a solid financial 
performance, innovative product design and improved quality of 
service. We have made the transition from a Dutch company to an 
international group in terms of distribution of income, profit, staff  
numbers, leadership and share ownership.
I hope you bought ING shares in March 1991 and held on to them. 
If so, you have been well rewarded for your confidence. We intend to 
continue to offer you a good return on your investment. Though we are 
proud of what the Group has achieved in its first ten years, there is ab-
solutely no room for complacency. We feel we have reached the top of a 
hill and then find there is another hill ahead, waiting to be climbed.

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  ,  
,  ,  
  
  
EWALD K IST:
“You can count on me”
       
We have made the climb to the world league of the financial services 
sector and we have built up a large potential of  human resources, 
distribution channels and products and services in the fields of insur-
ance, banking and asset management. We built it through a combination 
of organic growth, acquisitions, greenfields and joint ventures.
Now it’s time to use that potential to full advantage. Therefore, the key 
words of our strategy for the next few years are improved service to 
our clients, consolidation, integration, operational excellence and 
mandatory synergy. My colleagues on the Executive Board and I sent 
a strong message to our senior managers all over the globe that their 
assessment and remuneration will, in part, depend on how well their 
business units work together with other units within our Group.
Numerous co-operation projects in the past ten 
years produced tangible results. Many others 
are in progress or preparation. But there are still 
so many opportunities waiting to be explored. 
We are going to do that in the years ahead.
At the same time, we are going to optimise our 
business portfolio. This means that, apart from 
integration of operations following the acquisi-
tions in recent years, we will take a critical look 
at all our business units and staff  departments. 
We will consider the sale of a company if  it has 
better prospects for future growth outside ING 
than within the Group. Furthermore, we will 
not hesitate to sell or discontinue activities that 
fail to meet our targets on a structural basis or 
that lack size for sustained profitable growth.
My first year as chairman of ING has been ex-
citing. I visited many of our operations around 
the world to get a feel for the wishes of our cli-
ents, meet our staff  and gain a better insight into 
our activities. Everywhere I went, I was struck 
by the dedication and professionalism of our 
people. 
I sensed a true team spirit, a universal pride in 
being part of ING. We will cherish that by fos-
tering one ING culture based on common values 
and by promoting the move toward one global 
ING brand.
My thanks go out to all our clients and intermediaries who entrusted 
their business to us and to our employees who did a great job in 2000. 
I feel privileged to be chairman of this worldwide team.
The economic conditions in most of our main markets were favourable 
in the past few years. This tailwind certainly had a positive impact on 
our results. There are indications that, to some extent, the wind may 
change. Our sailing abilities will then be put to the test. We trust that 
we are able to live up to the challenges that lie ahead. Our decision 
to introduce a new stock split is a sign of confidence.
The Group is strong, our strategic course is well-charted and our 
increased financial targets are clear. You can find our strategic and 
financial goals in the strategy section of this annual report. We are 
totally committed to meeting these objectives 
for the benefit of our clients and shareholders. 
We are honoured that you have invested in 
ING. Please be assured that we will do our 
utmost to live up to your confidence. You can 
count on me, my fellow board members and 
our more than 100,000 employees around the 
world.
Sincerely,
EWALD K IST
    
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SUPER VISORY BOARD
EXECUT IVE  BOARD
E-BUS INESSING D IRECT
ING EUROPE  ING  AMERICAS  ING  AS IA /PAC IF IC  ING  ASSET  MANAGEMENT
      
 
     as at 31 december 2000
  
Cor Herkströter 1  () Chairman
Ger Verhagen 2 , 3  ()Vice-Chairman
Mijndert Ververs 1, 4  ()Vice-Chairman
Lutgart van den Berghe 2 ()
Jan Berghuis 2 ()
Paul van der Heijden 1 ()
Aad Jacobs 2 ()
Jan Kamminga ()
Godfried van der Lugt 5 ()
Paul Baron de Meester ()
Johan Stekelenburg ()
Hans Tietmeyer ()
Jan Timmer 1 ()
1) member Remuneration and Appointments Committee
2) member Audit Committee
3) until 18 April 2001
4) member Audit Committee as from 18 April 2001
5) as from 18 April 2001
  
 
Michel Tilmant () Chairman
Hessel Lindenbergh ()Chairman
Durk Brands ()
Erik Dralans ()
Ralf-Hartmut Fiedler ()
Peter Gloystein ()
Diederik Laman Trip ()
Jan Nijssen ()
Luc Vandewalle ()
Hans Verkoren () ING Direct
Ted de Vries ()
 
Fred Hubbell () Chairman
Glenn Hilliard ()
John Turner ()
  ⁄ 
Fred Hubbell () Chairman
Patrick Poon ()
Phil Shirriff  ()
  
Alexander Rinnooy Kan () Chairman
Harry van Tooren ()
-
Jacques Kemp ()
  
Ewald Kist () Chairman
Michel Tilmant () Vice-Chairman
Fred Hubbell ()
Hessel Lindenbergh ()
Cees Maas () Chief Financial Officer 
Alexander Rinnooy Kan ()
                          
DIV IDEND H ISTORY  
in euros
1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
Interim dividend 0 .38 0 .45 0 .59 0 .63 0 .82
Final dividend 0 .53 0 .59 0 .66 1 .00 1 .43
Total 0 .91 1 .04 1 .25 1 .63 2 .25
SHARES  AND WARRANTS  IN  ISSUE  
in millions
YEAR-END YEAR-END
1999 2000
(Depositary receipts for) ordinary shares of
EUR 0.48 nominal value 967 .0 985 .3
(Depositary receipts for) preference shares of
EUR 1.20 nominal value 87 .1 87 .1
Warrants 47 .0 29 .9
Warrants B 17 .1 17 .1
(Depositary receipts for) own ordinary shares held
by ING Group and its subsidiaries 10 .2 27 .4
AUTHORISED  AND ISSUED CAP ITAL
 in millions of euros
YEAR-END YEAR-END
1999 2000
ORDINARY SHARES
authorised 680 .7 720 .0
issued 438 .8 472 .9
PREFERENCE  SHARES
authorised 340 .3 360 .0
issued 98 .8 104 .4
CUMULAT IVE  PREFERENCE  SHARES
authorised 1 ,021 .0 1 ,080 .0
issued - - - -
PR ICES  DEPOS ITARY  RECE IPTS  FOR  ORDINARY SHARES  
Euronext Amsterdam, in euros
1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
Price – high 28 .22 47 .83 69 .66 61 .18 85 .52
Price – low 18 .87 27 .59 31 .40 44 .35 48 .51
Price – year end 28 .22 38 .75 51 .96 59 .94 85 .08
Price/earnings ratio 1 13 .6 13 .9 23 .3 17 .9 20 .4
1. Based on the share price at the end of December and operational net profit 
per ordinary share for the financial year

 
 
   
NG Group has decided to abolish the optional stock dividend, 
as from the final dividend 2000. This decision was taken 
for two reasons. Firstly, it will prevent dilution of the profit 
per share. Secondly, the tax benefit for private shareholders in the 
Netherlands who opted for stock dividend will no longer apply as a 
result of the new Dutch Income Tax Act that came into effect on 1 
January 2001.
   :  
At the end of 2000, the ING stock price reached a level of approxi-
mately  85. With a view to returning to a more common price 
range, a stock split will take place of 2:1. That means that the nominal 
value of currently  0.48 will be changed to  0.24. The necessary 
amendment of  the articles of  association is an agenda item at the 
Annual General Meeting of Shareholders on 17 April 2001. After 
approval the stock split will be effectuated as soon as possible.

Depositary receipts for ING Group ordinary shares are listed on the 
stock exchanges of Amsterdam, Brussels, Frankfurt, Paris, the Swiss 
exchanges and the New York Stock Exchange. Depositary receipts 
for preference shares are listed on Euronext Amsterdam. Warrants B 
are listed on the Amsterdam and Brussels stock exchanges. Short-
term and long-term options on ING Group depositary receipts for 
ordinary shares are traded on Euronext Amsterdam (Derivatives 
Markets) and the Chicago Board Options Exchange.

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HOLDERS  OF  DEPOS ITARY  RECE IPTS  WITH  A  STAKE  OF  5% OR  MORE
Under the Dutch Act on the Disclosure of Significant Interests, 
three holders of depositary receipts with a (potential) interest 
of between 5% and 10% in ING Group were known as at 
31 December 2000. They were ABN AMRO, Aegon and Fortis.
IMPORTANT  DATES  IN  2001 /2002*
TUESDAY,  17  APR IL  2001 ,  2 .00  pm:  
Annual General Meeting of Shareholders 2001: 
RAI Conference Centre, Amsterdam
THURSDAY,  19  APR IL  2001 :  
ING share quotation ex final dividend 2000
FR IDAY,  27  APR IL  2001 :  
Payment of 2000 final dividend
TUESDAY,  22  MAY 2001 :
Publication of the report for the first three months of 2001
THURSDAY,  23  AUGUST  2001 :
Publication of the report for the first six months of 2001
MONDAY,  27  AUGUST  2001 :  
ING share quotation ex interim dividend 2001
WEDNESDAY,  21  NOVEMBER  2001 :  
Publication of the report for the first nine months of 2001
THURSDAY,  28  FEBRUARY 2002 :  
Publication of the annual figures for 2001
*) All dates are provisional
INVESTOR  RELAT IONS
In addition to financial press releases, ING also publishes its 
Shareholders’ News and Shareholders’ Bulletin. 
For more information, please contact:
ING Group
Investor Relations Department (AA 13.09)
P.O. Box 810
1000 AV Amsterdam
The Netherlands
telephone +31 20 5415462
fax +31 20 5415451
www.investors.ing.com
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RET IREMENT  OF  GER  VERHAGEN
  
 

  
 
he Supervisory Board would like to submit for your 
approval the annual accounts 2000. In our meeting 
of 1 March 2001, the annual accounts were adopted 
and the report of the Executive Board was discussed. The di-
vidend for 2000 has been determined at  2.25 per share. 
The final dividend will amount to  1.43 per share. 
  
In 2000, the Supervisory Board met on seven occasions. The most 
important subjects were the Medium Term Plan 2000-2002, the annual 
results 1999, the quarterly results 2000, the ac-
quisitions of ReliaStar, Aetna Financial Services 
and Aetna International as well as the review of 
the investment banking activities. Other issues 
were the management development policy, the 
branding policy, corporate governance, the divi-
dend policy, the accounting principles and the 
sale of business units. The discussions regarding 
corporate governance focused in particular on the 
trend in the Netherlands and on a European level 
to give a greater say to shareholders or holders of 
depositary receipts.
Several managers gave presentations on the 
development of their businesses. This enabled the 
Supervisory Board members to stay well informed 
about the realisation of the strategy. Moreover, 
the Board gets a view on future candidates for 
promotion to the highest management levels. 
During the annual meeting of the Supervisory 
Board, the Executive Board and the Central 
Works Council the subject ‘economic growth’ was 
discussed.
  
The Audit Committee met three times for in-depth discussions on the 
annual results, the results for the first six months, the provision policy, 
the dividend policy and the accounting principles. The Remuneration 
& Appointments Committee met twice to discuss issues including the 
composition of the Executive Board and the Supervisory Board, the 
management development policy and the remuneration of the Super-
visory Board and the Executive Board.
    
After a period of six years, Mr. Van Royen retired as member of the 
Supervisory Board on 2 May 2000. As from 
the same date, Mr. Tietmeyer, former governor 
of  the Deutsche Bundesbank, was appointed a 
member of the Supervisory Board. At the Annual 
General Meeting of  Shareholders on 2 May 2000, 
Mr. Van der Lugt was appointed a member of  
the Supervisory Board as of  18 April 2001. 
Mr. Van der Lugt was chairman of the Executive 
Board and retired as of 1 June 2000. The retire-
ment of Mr. Van Royen and the appointments of 
Messrs. Tietmeyer and Van der Lugt were already 
mentioned in the previous annual report.
At the Annual General Meeting of Shareholders 
on 17 April 2001, Mr. Verhagen will retire as a 
member of the Supervisory Board on reaching the 
statutory age limit of 72. Mrs. Luella Goldberg is 
proposed for appointment as a new Supervisory 
Board member as of 18 April 2001. She was a 
member of  the Supervisory Board of  the US 
insurance company ReliaStar, which was ac-
quired by ING. She is a US citizen. Mr. Timmer is 

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RET IREMENT  OF  GER  VERHAGEN
At the Annual General Meeting of Sharehold-
ers of 17 April 2001, Ger Verhagen will retire as 
member of the ING Group Supervisory Board. 
As of 1991, Mr. Verhagen was involved in 
ING, up to 1994 as a member of the Supervi-
sory Board of ING Bank and from 1994 as a 
member of the Supervisory Board of ING Group 
of which he became vice-chairman in May 1996. 
In 1994, he also became a member of the Audit 
Committee, of which he became chairman in 
1995. From the very beginning, Mr. Verhagen 
always felt greatly involved in ING. He spoke 
with great authority and especially in the 
field of financial reporting his contribution 
was extremely important. He will certainly al-
so be missed because of his friendly personali-
ty. We would like to express our gratitude to-
wards Mr. Verhagen for the way he was 
dedicated to ING in various positions during a 
period of ten years.
The Supervisory Board and the Executive Board
      
  
    
    
  
due to retire and will be proposed for reappointment The Central 
Works Council has already given its consent to the proposed 
appointments.
In its new composition, the Supervisory Board will have 13 members. 
At the 2002 Annual General Meeting of  Shareholders, Messrs. 
Berghuis and Kamminga will retire. They are not available for re-
appointment because they have been members of the Supervisory 
Board for more than 12 years. After a period of four years, Mrs. Van 
der Berghe and Messrs. Herkströter, Ververs, De Meester and Steke-
lenburg are due to retire in 2002. 
    
As of  2 May 2000, Mr. Kist took over the chairmanship of  the 
Executive Board from Mr. Van der Lugt. This fact was already men-
tioned in the previous annual report, together with 
the appointments of Messrs. Hubbell and Robins 
as members of  the Executive Board as of  2 May
2000. As a result of  the reorganisation of  the 
investment banking activities, David Robins resigned as of  4 
December 2000. The Supervisory Board would like to express its grat-
itude, also on behalf  of the Executive Board, for his contribution in 
the past few years to the development of ING Barings in particular.

The Supervisory Board is of the opinion that ING can look back on 
a very good year. In addition to the excellent results, some important 
strategic steps have been made, such as the acquisition of two large 
US life insurance companies. Raising the financial targets was an im-
portant decision, which should increase the efficiency and lead to 
higher returns. The review of the investment banking activities and 
the sale of some business units resulted from this decision.
The Supervisory Board would like to express its 
appreciation to the Executive Board and the more 
than 100,000 employees for their substantial 
commitment and the achieved results during the 
past year.
 
Amsterdam, 1 March 2001
  
From top to bottom, left to right
COR HERKSTRÖTER  Chairman
GER  VERHAGEN Vice-Chairman
MIJNDERT  VER VERS  Vice-Chairman
LUTGART  VAN DEN BERGHE
JAN BERGHUIS
PAUL  VAN DER  HE I JDEN
AAD JACOBS
JAN KAMMINGA
PAUL  BARON DE  MEESTER
JOHAN STEKELENBURG
HANS  T IETMEYER
JAN T IMMER
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                            
Retail: Become a leader in wealth accumulation and 
management for retail clients in selected countries where ING 
can achieve critical mass
Wholesale including investment banking: Serve ING’s 
clients worldwide through a variety of financial services
Financial markets including equity markets: One integrated 
Financial Markets division that serves clients with a targeted 
range of products
Operations/IT: Achieve operational excellence and synergies
Build one diversified financial services organisation with 
increased customer focus
Provide top quality service to customers 
Achieve mandatory synergies
  
 ’         -,  ,  ,    -
            
 ’          .
    
fter several years of  rapid expansion through
acquisitions, the emphasis in the next few years will 
be on striving for optimal customer satisfaction, 
consolidating ING’s strengths and achieving mandatory 
synergies, operational excellence and cost control.
 
Satisfying the needs of our 50 million clients worldwide with top quali-
ty products and services is ING’s number one priority. Clients have be-
come more discerning and demanding as a result of the evolution of in-
formation and communication technology. Clients increasingly shop 
around to seek the best solutions for their individual needs. Therefore, 
increasing customer satisfaction is a top priority in the years ahead. 
ING is well-placed to cater to the needs of personal, corporate and in-
stitutional clients. ING’s focus on wealth accumulation, management 
and protection ties in with the trend from public to private pension and 
insurance provisions.
Synergy will be one of the main drivers for improving service to clients 
and reducing costs. ING has entered a new phase of its diversified finan-
cial services strategy in which synergy is no longer voluntary but man-
datory. There are massive, unused opportunities for synergies, both on 
the commercial side (revenue synergies) and on the operational side 
(cost synergies). 
 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  30
ING’s european retail strategy is based on the click-call-face vision. 
Click for personal account information, product information and 
transactions through the Internet; call for information and transac-
tions via voice-response systems and call centres; face for personal 
contact with agents, account managers and/or product specialists for 
more complicated financial needs, such as retirement planning and in-
vestment advice, all at the client’s discretion.
 
In wholesale, including investment banking, the priority is to regroup 
ING’s banking operations (ING Barings, ING Bank, BBL, BHF and 
their subsidiaries) into one European organisation. This will result in 
one organisation and integrated platforms providing corporate fin-
ancial and investment banking services to ING’s wholesale clients.
The restructuring of ING Barings will result in the consolidation of 
the old financial markets activities and equity markets activities into 
one business unit Financial Markets. The five main product lines will be 
debt corporate markets, foreign exchange, money markets & derivatives, 
treasury, equities and strategic trading.
In Operations/IT, the emphasis will be on developing, in accordance 
with ING’s global policy, a pan-European view. Increasing customer 
convenience and cost reduction will be key priorities. 
 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  34
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                  
Be a global top-10 asset manager through ongoing superior 
investment performance
Build ING Direct as a leading direct retail financial services 
provider 
 Transform ING into a truly web-enabled company
Position ING as the leading diversified financial services 
provider in Australia, Japan, Korea, Taiwan and Hong Kong 
and to develop greenfields in China and India
In the United States, ING will align its existing and new businesses 
and activities into a diversified financial services provider with a strong 
customer focus. The biggest challenge for ING Americas over the next 
two years is to ensure a successful integration of the businesses of 
ING, ReliaStar and Aetna in terms of people, technology and pro-
cesses. The purpose of this restructuring is to create scale in product 
manufacturing and strengthen distribution capabilities, all with a 
wealth management focus. Furthermore, ING will rationalise its 
business portfolio in the US. 
In Mexico and Latin America, the big challenge for ING Americas is 
also to integrate the activities of Aetna and ING, restructure the com-
bined new operations in each core country and simultaneously deliver 
better products and services to the distributors and customers. 
In Canada, ING aims to improve the property and casualty busi-
ness by building closer relationships with the distributors while reduc-
ing expense margins. Furthermore, ING will continue the expansion 
of ING Direct. The Group will introduce mutual funds and ING Di-
rect products to the distribution channels of the insurance operations.
 ⁄  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  37
The main strategic priority for ING Asia/Pacific in the years ahead is 
growth in the key markets Australia, Japan, Korea, Taiwan, Hong 
Kong,  preferably in asset accumulation. 
Integration of the ING and Aetna businesses will be achieved by 
building one common organisation, converging ING and Aetna best 
practices and rolling out the ING brand.
Another key priority for ING Asia/Pacific is the development of 
two major greenfields, China and India. ING is reviewing its portfo-
lio throughout the Asia/Pacific region. This may involve divestment 
of operations in certain countries in favour of investments in more 
promising markets.
  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  39
The US acquisitions have lifted ING to the top 10 of the world’s 
largest active asset managers. Thus, ING has almost achieved its 
ambition to be one of the world’s top ten asset managers. To reach 
and retain that position, ING Asset Management has formulated an 
ambitious growth plan that should increase the Group’s assets under 
management to  1 trillion in the year 2005 and increase its contri-
bution to Group profit to 25% in 2005. This plan will be achieved 
through a combination of acquisitions and organic growth.
In general account management, ING Investment Management 
(IIM) will continue to provide the best possible service at the lowest 
costs to ING’s insurance companies. In institutional asset management, 
IIM – now combined with BBL Asset Management – and Baring As-
set Management will work to expand their presence in the mature 
markets of continental Europe, the UK, the US and Japan.
The US mutual funds business will benefit from the additional distri-
bution channels and volume offered by ReliaStar and Aetna. 
ING aims to be a top-10 player in this region. In Europe, ING Asset 
Management aims for a top-five position in mutual funds by focus-
ing on the captive networks in the home markets and by further 
developing third-party distribution in ING’s other European 
markets.
In the specialised businesses – real estate, private banking, private 
equity (Parcom and Baring Private Equity Partners) and alternative 
assets (ING Furman Selz Asset Management) – the focus will be on 
organic growth as well as extending and consolidating ING’s sub-
stantial niche presence.
  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  42
ING Direct has proven that it can build a successful call centre/Internet 
operation from scratch. The Internet already accounts for more than 
50% of transaction traffic. ING Direct’s goal is to grow its existing 
operations, expand in new mature markets if  the opportunity arises 
and create shareholder value for ING.
-  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  43
ING’s e-strategy aims to make a large part of ING’s services and 
activities available through the Internet. In the past year, ING dem-
                            
Create one ING culture
Ensure operational excellence
Build a global ING brand
onstrated its ability to acquire new clients in this way, to improve the 
services to existing clients and to increase the revenue per client 
(cross-selling) while lowering the cost per client or activity. For ING, 
e-business is a normal, evolutionary way of doing business. E-business 
is more than e-commerce (sell-side): ING is also devoting much 
attention to e-working (inside) and e-procurement (buy-side). By 2003, 
the e-business initiatives are expected to have attracted more than 7 
million e-customers (including ING Direct), consisting of a mix of old 
and new customers. 
  
To ensure and improve ING’s competitive position, it is crucial that 
the Group pursues operational excellence at all levels, and strives for 
full realisation of the economies of scale and scope that are available 
across business units, regions and Executive Centres. Though many 
operational decisions will continue to be taken decentrally, there will 
be an increased focus on centrally guided joint efforts to reduce costs 
and enhance the service level. Following the creation of a corporate 
IT unit, several projects have been launched to realize major efficiencies 
at Group level, in areas such as a global communication and data 
centre structure for the Group, software and hardware standardisation 
and corporate procurement.
ING will increasingly benefit from using the ING brand and has started 
the process toward this goal. The corporate brand must create trans-
parency and cohesiveness and clarify the content of ING’s corporate 
values such as confidence, responsiveness and entrepreneurship. 
A strong brand is a critical success factor in a global economy, also for 
e-business. In principle, all labels will be rebranded unless the ING 
lion has no added value. In some markets, a combination of the well-
known local name and the ING name is used to combine the best of 
both worlds.
One common and clear corporate culture is a prerequisite to accomplish 
the Group’s strategic objectives and financial targets, especially with 
so many new ING employees joining through acquisitions. A com-
prehensive promotion and training programme to implement ING’s 
business principles throughout the Group was undertaken in 2000. 
Ongoing efforts will be made to create an ING awareness among exist-
ing and future employees. A cultural change from operating (on an in-
dividual business unit basis) to (mandatory) co-operating is under-
way. 
 
In 2000, ING decided to raise its financial targets as of 2001.
:      -
 ’   ( )     % .
This is including realised capital gains, the impact of  leveraging at 
Group level and after the effect of  recent acquisitions. For ING’s 
business units this means an ROE of  12%. The discount rate for 
embedded value calculations is differentiated per country. The over-
all RAROC target before taxation for the banking operations is 
18.5%.
 :    
        % .
This is excluding acquisitions, which is consistent with a doubling of 
operational net profit per share in a maximum of six years. 
 :      
       ( ⁄
  )    % .  
 
The economic conditions over the past two years have been favourable 
and have had a positive impact on ING’s strong results. The Executive 
Board believes that the economic climate may be less rosy in the years 
ahead. Nevertheless, the Board is confident that the Group is well-
positioned and will be able to continue its prosperous development in 
a more challenging economic environment by consistently pursuing 
its strategy focused on wealth accumulation, management and 
protection. The emphasis in 2001 will be on achieving synergies by 
consolidating the strengths of the acquisitions that ING has made in 
recent years. 
At this early stage in the year and given the uncertain economic out-
look and volatile financial markets, the outlook for 2001 is still full of 
uncertainties. However, the Executive Board is of the opinion that 
ING will meet its new target of an organic growth in operational net 
profit per share of at least 12% in 2001. *
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                   
PREMIUM INCOME AND RESULTS  INSURANCE  OPERAT IONS  
PROF IT  AND LOSS  ACCOUNT  BANKING OPERAT IONS   
COMMISS ION
RESULT  FROM F INANCIAL  TRANSACT IONS
ASSETS  UNDER  MANAGEMENT  BY  CL IENT  CATEGORY
Life insurance 29%
Non-life insurance 5%
Insurance general 21% 
Banking 45%
Total
1,697
262
1,203
2,605
5,767
OPERAT IONAL  RESULT  BEFORE  
TAXAT ION BY  ACT IV ITY
in millions of euros
RISK  ADJUSTED  RETURN ON CAP ITAL  (RAROC)
CEES  MAAS :
EMBEDDED VALUE
ING Europe 74%
ING Americas 11%
ING Asia/Pacific 4%
ING CIB 5%
ING AM 6%
Other 
Total
4,264
612
225
280
324
62
5,767
OPERAT IONAL  RESULT  BEFORE
TAXAT ION BY  EXECUT IVE  CENTRE
in millions of euros
 

     %    , 
   %    .  
      
 

 
n 2000, operational net profit increased by 24.1% to 
 4,008 million. Net profit, including non-opera-
tional items, rose by 143.5% to  11,984 million. 
Distributable net profit (including  834 million from the 
sale of the participation in CCF) was  4,901 million 
against  3,537 million in 1999 (+ 38.6%).
Compared with year-end 1999, total assets were up 31.9% to  
650.2 billion. Shareholders’ equity decreased to  25.3 billion 
(-26.9%), especially due to the write-off  of goodwill for the acquisi-
tions of ReliaStar and Aetna. Shareholders’ equity per share was 
27.2% lower, decreasing from  
35.81 at the end of 1999 to  
26.08 at the end of 2000.
The operational net return on 
equity of ING Group increased 
from 10.3% for the full year 1999 
to 12.2% for the full year 2000. 
The return on equity of  the 
banking operations was 12.0% 
(11.4% in 1999) and of  the in-
surance operations 9.8% (8.5% 
in 1999).

A total dividend of  2.25 per 
ordinary share is proposed, an in-
crease of 38.0% compared to the 
1999 dividend. After the interim 
dividend of   0.82, the final 
dividend for 2000 will amount to 
 1.43. The final dividend in-
cludes  0.38 as exceptional 
dividend from the profit from the 
sale of CCF shares. The final div-
idend will be paid fully in cash. 
 

Both traditional products and 
unit-linked products contributed 
to the growth of life premiums. 
Organic growth in non-life premi-
ums by 6% is satisfactory given the 
dominant share of mature mar-
kets in ING’s non-life business.

Life premium income in the 
Netherlands increased by 13.6% 
to   5,551 million. The individual life operations achieved strong 
growth. Higher demand in anticipation of new tax legislation led to a 
shift from recurring premium to single premium. Another important 
contributor to growth was the acquisition of a number of group pen-
sion contracts. The life result rose by  181 million (+21.1%) to  
1,039 million. Higher realised capital gains were offset by lower results 
on interest, mortality and disability. The life result in 1999 was posi-
tively influenced by exceptional dividends from investments. Strong 
premium growth in Loss of  income/Accident caused non-life pre-
mium income in the Netherlands to increase by 6.9% to  1,817 

                            
PREMIUM INCOME AND RESULTS  INSURANCE  OPERAT IONS  
in millions of euros
%CHANGE
PREMIUM INCOME 1999 2000 %CHANGE ORGANIC 1
Life insurance 18 ,902 25 ,019 +32 .4 +15 .9
Non-life insurance 3 ,510 4 ,095 +16 .7 +6 .1
Total 22 ,412 29 ,114 +29 .9 +14 .4
OPERAT IONAL  RESULT  BEFORE  TAXAT ION
Life insurance 1 ,256 1 ,697 +35 .1
Non-life insurance 182 262 +44 .0
Insurance operations - general 962 1 ,203 +25 .1
Total 2 ,400 3 ,162 +31 .8
1. Excluding the influence of acquisitions, divestments and exchange rate 
fluctuations. 
PROF IT  AND LOSS  ACCOUNT  BANKING OPERAT IONS   
COMMISS ION
RESULT  FROM F INANCIAL  TRANSACT IONS
ASSETS  UNDER  MANAGEMENT  BY  CL IENT  CATEGORY
RISK  ADJUSTED  RETURN ON CAP ITAL  (RAROC)
The Netherlands 25%
Belgium 4%
Rest of Europe 5%
North America 51%
South America 1%
Asia 6%
Australia 8%
Other
Total
7,368
1,194
1,330
14,943
240
1,814
2,222
3
29,114
GEOGRAPHICAL  D ISTR IBUT ION 
OF  GROSS  PREMIUM INCOME
in millions of euros
CEES  MAAS :
“Our shareholders can certainly 
be satisfied with ING’s results 
in 2000. We amply met our new 
financial targets and our stock 
price outperformed the rele-
vant indices and our peers.” EMBEDDED VALUE
million. The non-life result decreased by  30 million (-18.9%) to 
  129 million.
Life premiums in Belgium rose by 17.4% to  964 million, due espe-
cially to higher sales of both individual and group unit-linked products. 
The life result showed an excellent increase by  14 million to  47 
million, mainly due to higher investment and mortality results. The 
non-life result in Belgium also improved strongly from  7 million in 
1999 to  18 million in 2000.
 
Premium income of the North American life operations increased by 
57.6% to  13,348 million. This growth was caused by the consolida-
tion of ReliaStar as of 1 September, organic growth and the stronger 
US dollar. Premium income of ReliaStar amounted to  1,526 mil-
lion. Organically, premiums rose by 28.6% (22.7% excluding Guaran-
teed Investment Contracts). Especially the sales of fixed annuities 
(+64%) due to higher interest rates and variable annuities (+24%) 
showed a healthy growth. The sale of the Canadian subsidiary NN Fi-
nancial in 1999 impacted premium income negatively by  481 million.
The life result improved by 49.1% from  291 million in 1999 to 
 434 million in 2000. Both traditional life products and fixed and 
variable annuities contributed to the improvement. The life reinsur-
ance results were disappointing due to unfavourable mortality results. 
The contribution of  ReliaStar to the life result was  166 million. 
The 1999 life result included the result of NN Financial ( 33 million).
Non-life premium income rose 
organically by 8.1% to  1,594 
million. Higher sales volumes in 
Fire and Motor and the acquisi-
tion of a number of insurance 
portfolios in Canada were partly 
offset by the divestment of Medi-
cal Risk Solutions in the United 
States. The non-life result in-
creased by  57 million to  
112 million with a combined ra-
tio of 100% (1999: 102%). Higher 
realised capital gains contributed 
to this growth. Especially the re-
sults from Motor and Health im-
proved strongly.

In order to synchronise the financial year of the Australian operations 
with the financial year of ING Group, five quarters have been included 
in the 2000 results of ING Group. Because of tax changes, demand in 
Australia has shifted from life products to fund management products. 
Excluding the 5 quarters effect, this led to a decrease in life premiums by 
39.4% in local currencies to  
1,894 million. The life result in-
creased by 66.0% from  50 mil-
lion to  83 million due to higher 
margins on increased funds under 
management. Funds under man-
agement grew by 23.2% to  14.6 
billion. Non-life premium income 
in the local currency fell by 5% to 
 328 million. The non-life re-
sult improved from a loss of  17 
million to a loss of  4 million, 
mainly due to improved results 
from Loss of  income/Accident 
and Motor. The result from Fire 
declined because a number of  
large claims in 2000 exceeded the 
already high level of claims in 1999 
caused by the Sydney hailstorm.
(- )fi
Premium income from (ex-)green-
fields was a healthy 45.2% higher at 
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PREMIUM INCOME AND RESULTS  INSURANCE  OPERAT IONS  
PROF IT  AND LOSS  ACCOUNT  BANKING OPERAT IONS   
in millions of euros
1999 2000 %CHANGE
Interest result 5 ,652 5 ,786 +2 .4
Income from securities and
participating interests 239 322 +34 .7
Commission 2 ,856 3 ,630 +27 .1
Results from financial transactions 749 1 ,154 +54 .1
Other income 380 410 +7 .9
Total income 9 ,876 11 ,302 +14 .4
Personnel expenses 4 ,402 4 ,945 +12 .3
Other operating expenses 2 ,889 3 ,328 +15 .2
Total operating expenses 7 ,291 8 ,273 +13 .5
Other interest expenses 24 24 0.0
Additions to the provision for loan losses 580 400 - 31 .0
Total expenditure 7 ,895 8 ,697 +10 .2
Operational result before taxation 1 ,981 2 ,605 + 31 .5
Efficiency ratio (excl. ING Direct) 73 .6% 72 .1%
COMMISS ION
RESULT  FROM F INANCIAL  TRANSACT IONS
ASSETS  UNDER  MANAGEMENT  BY  CL IENT  CATEGORY
RISK  ADJUSTED  RETURN ON CAP ITAL  (RAROC)
CEES  MAAS :
EMBEDDED VALUE
At the end of 2000, the total 
embedded value of ING's life 
operations, excluding Relia-
Star and Aetna, was EUR 18.8 
billion (1999: EUR 21.1 billion), 
which is the sum of the value 
of the in-force business (2000: 
EUR 13.0 billion, 1999: EUR 
12.0 billion) and free surplus 
(2000: EUR 5.8 billion, 1999: 
EUR 9.1 billion). The value of 
new business written during 
2000 is EUR 246 million (1999: 
EUR 252 million). Approxi-
mately a third of the value of 
new business arises from the 
(ex-)greenfield operations. 
 3,194 million. All business units contributed to this growth, except 
Italy. Premium income in Korea soared by 238%. The organic premi-
um growth by 14.0% in Japan reflected the sustained recovery of the 
operations. The (ex-)greenfields result more than doubled to  106 
million. This is mainly due to better results in Central and Southern 
Europe. The result in Japan increased from  8 million in 1999 to  
14 million, notwithstanding a contribution of  11 million to a fund 
for the protection of policyholders established by the industry. The re-
sult in Korea also showed a healthy increase.
  - 
The result from Insurance operations - general was up 25.1% to  
1,203 million, primarily because of gains from divestments of NN Fi-
nancial in Canada and Medical 
Risk Solutions in the US, gains 
from the partial sale of the life op-
erations in Korea to the joint ven-
ture partner and higher asset 
management fees in Italy and 
Australia. ReliaStar contributed 
 17 million to the result from 
insurance operations - general.
 
Operating expenses of the insuran-
ce operations increased by 33.1%. 
Excluding exchange rate influences 
and changes in the composition of 
the Group, the increase was 17.1%. 
Personnel expenses rose by 15.8% 
organically. Other expenses in-
creased by 34.8% in total and by 
17.9% organically. The positive 
difference between the (adjusted) 
premium and (adjusted) expense growth of the life and non-life opera-
tions was 2.3%-points, slightly above the target of 2%, mainly due to a 
strong increase in premium income in all regions, except Australia.
 
  
The operational result before taxation rose strongly by 31.5%, mainly 
due to substantially higher commission (securities commission +36.6% 
and management fees +49.1%), strongly increased results from financial 
transactions and a substantially lower addition to the provision for loan 
losses. The good result from the Executive Centre Europe had a big im-
pact (+  444 million or +27%). BHF-Bank, consolidated as of  
1 October 1999, contributed  232 million (1999:  136 million). 
All business units of ING Europe contributed to the strong growth, with 
BBL (higher commission and higher result from financial transactions) 
and the Dutch banking units achieving the highest increases in opera-
tional results by 27.8% and 18.2%, respectively.
The result before taxation of  the Executive Centre Corporate & 
Investment Banking (CIB) rose by  63 million to  280 million 
in 2000, largely due to a lower addition to the provision for loan losses. 
Although the result for the full year improved compared to 1999, the 
results severely deteriorated from quarter to quarter. The fourth quarter 
showed a loss of   58 million. The deterioration can mainly be 
attributed to less favourable market circumstances and increased 
competition, resulting in profit margin erosion and higher personnel 
expenses. As announced, ING has decided to integrate ING Barings 
into ING Europe. The Executive Centre Corporate & Investment 
Banking has ceased to exist. These measures are projected to provide 
annual savings of  500 million from 2001 onwards.
 
The Interest result improved slightly by  134 million (+2.4%), 
despite a strong increase in average business volume (+26.9%). This 
                            
PREMIUM INCOME AND RESULTS  INSURANCE  OPERAT IONS  
PROF IT  AND LOSS  ACCOUNT  BANKING OPERAT IONS   
COMMISS ION  
in millions of euros
1999 2000 %CHANGE
Funds transfer 466 503 +7 .9
Securities 1 ,150 1 ,571 +36 .6
Insurance broking 89 94 +5 .6
Management fees 572 853 +49 .1
Brokerage and advisory fees 202 266 +31 .7
Other 377 343 - 9 .0
Total 2 ,856 3 ,630 +27 .1
RESULT  FROM F INANCIAL  TRANSACT IONS   
in millions of euros
1999 2000 %CHANGE
Result from securities trading portfolio 784 674 - 14 .0
Result from currency trading portfolio 228 379 +66 .2
Other - 263 101
Total 749 1 ,154 +54 .1
ASSETS  UNDER  MANAGEMENT  BY  CL IENT  CATEGORY
RISK  ADJUSTED  RETURN ON CAP ITAL  (RAROC)
The Risk Adjusted Return on Capital model consistently meas-
ures business unit performance on a risk-adjusted basis. RAROC 
is calculated as the economic return divided by economic capi-
tal. The economic returns of RAROC for 2000 are based on the 
principles of valuation and calculation of results applied in 
the annual accounts. However, the credit risk provisioning is 
replaced by statistically expected losses over the credit cycle. 
The overall (pre-tax) RAROC figure of ING’s banking opera-
tions for 2000 is 15%. The decrease, compared to the RAROC for 
the first nine months of 18%, was caused by the fourth quarter 
loss of CIB. As stated earlier, ING has decided to integrate ING 
Barings into ING Europe. The Executive Centre Corporate & 
Investment Banking has ceased to exist. These measures are pro-
jected to provide annual savings of EUR 500 million from 2001 
onwards. For detailed information on RAROC see page 72. 
CEES  MAAS :
EMBEDDED VALUE
modest growth is due to a narrowing of the interest margin by 35 basis 
points to 1.44%, reflecting the worldwide flattening of the yield-curve. 
Of the 35 basis points margin decrease, 8 basis points can be attributed 
to the consolidation of BHF-Bank and 5 basis points to lower interest 
results of CIB/São Paulo (in 1999 extremely high, largely offset by neg-
ative results on the related hedging transactions).
Compared to year-end 1999, bank lending rose by  45.0 billion 
(+22.3%). In the Netherlands, bank lending grew by  14.2 billion 
(+14.1%), mainly corporate lending and mortgages. Outside the Neth-
erlands, bank lending increased by  30.8 billion, mainly caused by a 
large increase in securities borrowing and lending.
      
Income from securities and participating interests increased by  
83 million, of which  23 million can be attributed to the consoli-
dation of BHF-Bank.

Commission rose strongly by  774 million (+27.1%), of which 
 224 million can be attributed to the consolidation of BHF-Bank. 
Securities commission increased substantially by  421 million 
(+36.6%). All business units contributed to the sharp growth. The con-
solidation of BHF-Bank added  131 million. Management fees 
increased even stronger by 49.1% (+  281 million). In addition to 
the consolidation of BHF-Bank (+  46 million), this increase 
reflects the achievements of BBL, Baring Asset Management and 
ING Furman Selz Asset Management. CIB can largely be credited 
with the strong increase in brokerage and advisory fees by  64 
million. The modest increase of commission from insurance broking 
(+5.6%) is distorted by a change in commission structure from up-
front to renewal commission. Excluding this influence, insurance 
broking commission would increase by about 20%.
   
The Result from financial transactions climbed by  405 million, 
of which  94 million was caused by the consolidation of BHF-
Bank. The Other results from financial transactions improved from a 
loss of  263 million in 1999 to a profit of  101 million in 2000 
(+  364 million). This turnaround was entirely due to better results 
from derivatives trading. The result from securities trading decreased 
by  110 million due to the disappointing performance at CIB in the 
last six months of 2000. The result from currency trading increased 
by  151 million, mainly due to BBL, CIB, Bank Slaski and the 
consolidation of BHF-Bank. 
 
The increase of Other income (+  30 million) can largely be at-
tributed to CIB. The consolidation of BHF-Bank contributed  11 
million to this growth.
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PREMIUM INCOME AND RESULTS  INSURANCE  OPERAT IONS  
PROF IT  AND LOSS  ACCOUNT  BANKING OPERAT IONS   
COMMISS ION
RESULT  FROM F INANCIAL  TRANSACT IONS
ASSETS  UNDER  MANAGEMENT  BY  CL IENT  CATEGORY  
in billions of euros
YEAR-END YEAR-END
1999 2000 %CHANGE
Mutual funds 115 .3 203 .1 + 76 .1
Institutional clients 122 .1 154 .7 +26 .7
External clients 237 .4 357 .8 + 50 .7
Group companies 107 .9 145 .3 + 34 .7
Total 345 .3 503 .1 + 45 .7
Share of external clients 68 .8% 71 .1%RISK  ADJUSTED  RETURN ON CAP ITAL  (RAROC)
Fixed-interest securities 46%
Equities & participations 45%
Real estate 5%
Other 4%
Total
230
226
27
20
503
ASSETS  UNDER  MANAGEMENT
in billions of euros
The Netherlands 47%
Belgium 22%
Rest of Europe 18%
North America 9%
South America 1%
Asia 2%
Australia 1%
Total
114.6
54.6
45.3
23.4
3.1
4.1
1.7
246.8
GEOGRAPHICAL  D ISTR IBUT ION 
OF  BANK LENDING
in billions of euros
CEES  MAAS :
EMBEDDED VALUE
      

 
Total operating expenses increased by  982 million (+13.5%). Ex-
cluding BHF-Bank and the effect of higher currency exchange rates 
(especially USD and GBP), total operating expenses increased by only 
5.1%. Personnel expenses (ex-
cluding BHF-Bank and the effect 
of higher currency exchange rates) 
increased slightly by 3.4%. Other 
operating expenses (excluding 
BHF-Bank and the effect of  
higher currency exchange rates) 
increased by 7.8%. Excluding the 
expanding ING Direct activities, 
the efficiency ratio (total expendi-
ture, excluding the addition to the 
provision for loan losses, as a per-
centage of  income) improved 
from 73.6% in 1999 to 72.1% in 
2000. Including ING Direct, the 
efficiency ratio in 2000 was 73.4% 
(1999: 74.1%).
    
The Addition to the provision for 
loan losses of the banking opera-
tions decreased by  180 million 
(-31.0%) to  400 million, especially because of much lower addi-
tions at CIB. For the fourth consecutive quarter, the total addition to 
the provision for loan losses remained at the same relatively low level 
of  100 million.
  
  
The growth in assets under management of  157.8 billion can for 
a large part be attributed to the net impact of US acquisitions and 
other first time inclusions ( 146.3 billion). The organic growth of 
 22.4 billion consists of a net inflow of  16.5 billion and reval-
uation gains due to movements in exchange rates and stock prices of 
 5.9 billion. At year-end, third-party managed assets stood at  
357.8 billion (+50.7%) and its share of total assets under manage-
ment rose from 69% to 71%. First time inclusions of  146.3 billion 
related  to Aetna ( 85.3 billion), ReliaStar ( 43.0 billion) and 
other US insurance assets ( 18.0 billion). The sale of equity in-
vestments to finance the US acquisitions led to a decrease in assets 
under management of  10.9 billion. 
 
The growth was mainly due to the US acquisitions ( 69.3 billion) 
and the first time inclusion of US insurance assets ( 15.6 billion). 
The organic growth amounted to  3.1 billion (+3%). This figure has 
to be put in the perspective of generally declining stock market indices.
 
The growth can mainly be attributed to the US acquisitions ( 24.4 
billion). Organic growth of  8.1 billion was realised by ING Real 
Estate, ING Furman Selz Asset Management and ING/BBL Invest-
ment Management.
 
First time inclusions were  37.2 
billion. The sale of equity invest-
ments to finance the US acquisi-
tions amounted to  10.9 bil-
lion. Assets under management 
for Group companies grew organ-
ically by  11.1 billion (+10.2%). 
 
The investment performance slip-
ped slightly in 2000 compared to 
1999. Compared to the benchmark, 
the 3- and 5-year investment perfor-
mance remained favourable and is a 
healthy basis for further growth. *
                            
HIGHL IGHTS
ONE  WHOLESALE  ORGANISAT ION
MICHEL  T I LMANT: HESSEL  L INDENBERGH:
ING Europe 74%
Other 26%
4 ,264
1 ,503
RESULT  BEFORE  TAXAT ION
in millions of euros
ING Europe 59%
Other 41%
64 ,047
44 ,918
NUMBER  OF  STAFF
full-time equivalents, year-end
 
  
 
:            
,    :         
 ⁄ :      
 
 

NG Europe aims to have substantial retail and whole-
sale market shares in its home markets the Nether-
lands, Belgium, Luxembourg and Poland by offering 
its retail, corporate and institutional clients a comprehensive 
range of insurance, banking and asset management services. 
The position in other European countries will be extended 
based on specific competitive strengths such as direct distri-
bution and wealth management. ING Europe has moved 
towards strategic portfolio management, which means that 
ING will restructure, merge or divest individual business 
units in order to increase the degree of profitability. This 
policy will offset the costs of several ongoing large restruc-
turing projects directed at further strengthening ING’s com-
petitiveness in terms of marketing, product capabilities, 
quality of service and operational efficiency. ING Europe 
will accelerate the adoption of the ING (lion) brand by its 
business units, but leading local brands in some European 
countries will be maintained.
       
      
The retail strategy builds on the state-of-the-art direct marketing 
skills of Postbank, which have proven their effectiveness in the suc-
cessful development of ING Direct, and the long-standing expertise 
of Nationale-Nederlanden and RVS in working with agents. This is 
reflected by the strong long-term relationships that ING has developed 
with over 18,000 agents across Europe. In Europe, ING has now over 
17 million retail clients. Most of these clients are based in the home 
markets of the Netherlands (50%), Belgium (13%) and Poland (19%). 
In these markets ING offers clients a full range of banking, insurance 
and asset management services through a wide range of channels. 
The two priorities in these markets are to move to a truly integrated 
product offering and to increase overall efficiency. 
The retail mission is to respond to the needs of the clients with the best 
possible products and service at attractive prices following a click-
call-face approach: click (personal account information, product in-
formation and transactions through the Internet), call (information 

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HIGHL IGHTS
ING’s leading position in the 
Benelux and Central Europe 
has been reinforced. 
Successful integration of all 
European activities into one 
Executive Centre, ING Europe.
Building one wholesale or-
ganisation, including invest-
ment banking.
Increased co-operation by 
bringing all ING business units 
together in country platforms.
Effective country co-ordina-
tion  enables ING to implement 
focused retail, wholesale and 
operations/IT strategies.
ONE WHOLESALE  ORGANISAT ION
MICHEL  T I LMANT:
“With the combination of our local 
presence and global reach and our 
wide range of products in the field 
of wealth accumulation, protection 
and management, we can make a 
difference for retail clients.”
HESSEL  L INDENBERGH:
“Our clients welcome the fact that 
we are aligning our wholesale 
organisation. They want an unam-
biguous approach, that is: one 
leadership, one team and one clear 
commercial plan of action.”
RESULT  BEFORE  TAXAT ION NUMBER  OF  STAFF
and transactions via voice-response systems and 
call centers) and face (personal contact with agents, 
account managers and/or product specialists to 
discuss more complicated financial needs).
In those markets where ING Direct is ING’s main 
retail presence, the focus will remain on rapid growth 
of the client base through direct marketing and on 
cross-selling. Gradually, a light infrastructure for a 
‘face’ channel will be built up with a view to offer-
ing a wider range of wealth accumulation products. 
The strong sales forces of life insurance agents in 
Central Europe will be trained to become fully quali-
fied financial advisers to extend their proven sales 
capabilities to a broader range of products. ‘Click’ 
and ‘call’ channels will be added to modernise after-
sales service to clients, increase back-office efficiency 
and allow the agents to focus on higher added-val-
ue clients and products. Worksite marketing and 
employee benefits have been introduced.
    
    
- 
In January 2001, ING announced its refocused corporate and investment 
banking strategy. Discontinuation of non-core businesses and full inte-
gration of ING’s wholesale organisation will substantially lower the 
cost basis. The regrouping of ING Barings, ING Bank, BBL, BHF 
and their subsidiaries into ING Europe and the 
alignment of Charterhouse with the other securities 
firms ING Ferri and Vermeulen Raemdonck will 
reinforce ING’s market position as a major force in 
wholesale banking and financial markets. 
The wholesale strategy is to offer ING’s global and 
European corporate and institutional clients a 
comprehensive range of corporate and investment 
banking services and tailor-made advisory and 
structured products. In implementing this strategy, 
ING will build on its strong franchise in Europe, 
especially in Amsterdam, Brussels, Paris and 
Frankfurt, reinforced by its international hubs in 
London, New York, Hong Kong, Singapore and 
Tokyo and broadened with its excellent emerging 
markets network in Asia and Latin America. 
In Central Europe, ING enjoys a strong image as 
an investment bank.
    ⁄ 
The goal of  ING’s operations/IT strategy is to 
become a world-class operator. A number of re-
structuring projects have been undertaken to lower 
costs, improve service quality and enable close coordination of all 
distribution channels. In 2000, the creation of shared service centres 
in the Benelux was started. These projects, which address the major 
part of ING Europe’s operational costs, include an IT upgrade and a 
standardisation and consolidation program for banking 
and insurance activities. In addition, the efficiency of front- 
office operations will be increased in line with the retail 
and wholesale strategies. The concept of shared service 
centres will also be applied outside the Benelux. Currently, 
a project has been started in Poland and Hungary to create 
a shared service centre for retail e-banking. The centre in 
Hungary will support retail e-banking services in the other 
countries of the region.
 
 
ING Europe remains largely dependent on its home market, 
since almost 75% of ING Europe’s operational result is 
generated in the Netherlands. Despite a challenging eco-
nomic environment, characterised by a flattening yield 
curve and lower interest rates, all business units showed a 
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HIGHL IGHTS
ONE  WHOLESALE  ORGANISAT ION
(1998 )  ACQUIS IT ION  OF  BBL
Through BBL, the Benelux 
became ING’s home market 
MICHEL  T I LMANT: HESSEL  L INDENBERGH:
RESULT  BEFORE  TAXAT ION NUMBER  OF  STAFF
good performance in 2000. The large combined market shares of the 
Dutch business units in a number of areas (payments 30%, consumer 
loans 23%, mutual funds 14%, savings 24%, retail life 18%, group life 
30%, etc.) underline ING’s leading position. In order to meet the long-
term growth targets in the mature Dutch market, the focus will be on 
optimising the use of the customer base, multi-distribution (inte-
grating e-business) and synergies in operations. The ambition 
remains to be the best provider of financial services in terms of profita-
bility, market share and customer satisfaction.
The focus of Nationale-Nederlanden was on strengthening the distribu-
tion capabilities by further enlarging lead positions, increasing cross-
selling, developing target group products and enhancing synergies 
within ING Netherlands, especially with ING Bank 
Netherlands. The introduction of the virtual broker 
‘Wellowell’ strengthens the position of the interme-
diaries and presents attractive new business opportu-
nities.
Postbank concentrated on segmentation and further 
adjusting the organisation from product to client 
orientation, increasing cross-selling by combining 
call centre activities, stimulating the possibilities of 
e-commerce, voice response and mobile communica-
tion and enlarging synergy within ING Netherlands 
(especially with RVS).
ING Bank Netherlands was able to profit fully from 
its segmentation and implemented its multi-channel 
strategy (branch, phone, Internet and intermediary). 
Using its broad distribution strength, IBN cooper-
ates with all business units in the Netherlands 
and provides a full range of  services to its clients 
in Europe.
RVS focused on the transformation from a traditional family insur-
ance company with a tied agency sales force into a multi-channel fin-
ancial service provider. Moreover, RVS achieved closer cooperation 
with other labels with regard to product development, sales and 
back-offices.

In 2000, Bank Brussels Lambert (BBL) and its subsidiaries success-
fully broadened their financial services and further streamlined 
domestic activities. ING’s operations in Belgium showed excellent 
results in securities, trading, insurance and asset management as a re-
sult of which ING occupies a top-three position in Belgium with a 
market share of 12% for retail (funds 16%) and over 20% for corporate 
financial services. A segmented approach (consumer financial services, 
retail, private and corporate banking and broker distribution) will re-
sult in high service levels. Smaller branches are franchised. The direct 
components (Self ’Bank, My’Bank) and e-commerce (Home’Bank, 
1-2-trade and Yucom) expanded strongly in 2000.

All businesses in France have now been ING-branded and regrouped 
into one country platform. The full service click-call-face stock bro-
kerage services of ING Ferri now account for 7% of retail trading 
volumes in France, giving ING a top-10 position. 
The discount brokerage and fund shop activities are 
to be integrated in ING Direct. The private/person-
al banking network will be expanded. 

The overall profitability and embedded value of the 
pensions and insurance activities increased substan-
tially for the whole Central European region, where 
ING has built a strong corporate banking network 
and has achieved market leadership in pensions and 
retail insurance. In 2000, ING increased its overall 
market share in each of the Central European coun-
tries. With a population of nearly 40 million people, 
6% GDP growth and a financial services industry in 
the process of rapid development, Poland offers at-
tractive opportunities to ING. ING’s largest opera-
tions in Poland comprise NN Pension Fund (ranks 
2nd with 20% market share), NN Life, ING Barings 
Warsaw and Bank Slaski (the latter of which further 
increased its retail market share in 2000). 

Country co-ordination has resulted in substantial synergies between 
insurance, banking and asset management in all countries where ING 
is present. In 2000, Hungary (with a population of 10 million) pio-
neered the click-call-face approach for the Central European region 
with the objective to realise a shift from single to multi-distribution 
and to upgrade tied agents to highly qualified financial consultants. 
The successful approach will be the basis for the country-by-country 
development of retail strategies and implementation plans in all other 
Central European countries.
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HIGHL IGHTS
ONE  WHOLESALE  ORGANISAT ION
ING will integrate ING Barings 
into the Executive Centre 
ING Europe to build a single 
wholesale and financial mar-
kets organisation that offers 
a comprehensive range of 
services to its European and 
international clients.
The wholesale activities en-
compass corporate finance, 
M&A advisory, origination of 
capital market products, 
securitisation, corporate and 
structured lending (project 
and trade finance, leasing, 
factoring), cash management 
and international payments, 
group insurance and em-
ployee benefits. 
The financial markets activi-
ties comprise sales, trading 
and distribution of equity and 
debt market products, research, 
treasury, foreign exchange, 
money markets and derivatives. 
The strategic focus is on 
developing new products, 
broadening distribution 
channels and establishing a 
stronger European presence.
MICHEL  T I LMANT: HESSEL  L INDENBERGH:
RESULT  BEFORE  TAXAT ION NUMBER  OF  STAFF

BHF-Bank is a specialist in German medium-sized companies, institu-
tional investors and wealthy private clients. The bank is highly experi-
enced in asset management, private banking, corporate banking and fin-
ancial markets. The mortgage business of Deutsche Hypothekenbank is 
expected to continue to grow in terms of new business volume with an 
increasing share in foreign business. The objective is to substantially 
increase the assets under management for institutional and retail 
investors. To maintain its high growth rate, BHF-Bank is adding 
e-business to its distribution channels and stepping up product devel-
opment. In private banking, the objective is to become one of  the top- 
five providers of  independent advisory-intensive 
services in the German top segment of high net 
worth private clients. BHF-Bank has intensified the 
cooperation with other ING labels, combining its 
local strengths with ING’s international resources 
in joint platforms, such as in trade and commodity 
finance and international cash management via Eu-
ronavigator. BHF-Bank is ING’s centre of compe-
tence for equity business on Germany’s Neuer Markt, 
the trade in German equities and Germany-related 
structured financing.
DiBa, the German Direct bank, had a client base 
of more than 600,000 by the end of 2000.
 
The United Kingdom will remain an important 
market for ING, whose business units include ING 
Barings, BHF, BBL and Charterhouse Securities. 
A UK country platform has been established 
which comprises all these ING labels.
 
ING wants to further strengthen its market share 
in the European home markets by way of organic 
growth, while acquisitions to reinforce its position 
in some countries are not excluded. The focus is on 
operational excellence and further implementation 
of the European retail and wholesale strategies.
The sale of Tiel Utrecht, which was completed in 
January 2001, is an example of how ING Europe is 
applying strategic portfolio management to invest in 
the future. Divestment is an option when a company 
no longer fits ING’s strategy or when it offers insuf-
ficient prospects of  meeting ING’s financial targets in the long run. 
The operations in the Netherlands and Belgium will continue to focus 
on efficiency (business process redesign, cost and performance control, 
shared service centres) and service quality. Back office consolidation 
into shared banking and insurance servicing centres are key projects 
going forward.
Opportunities for growth exist in the area of advanced unit-linked 
products and mutual funds, especially for middle-market clients. 
A mutual funds team covering France, Spain, Luxembourg and Swit-
zerland will be established in close co-operation with EC Asset Man-
agement. Other synergies in asset management will 
be achieved as the asset management activities of 
BBL ( 62 billion assets under management) are 
further integrated into ING’s European activities. 
BBL is responsible for third-party distribution in 
the main European markets. 
ING’s ambition is to achieve an above-average 
performance in Central European countries by fo-
cusing on new clients and cross-selling, while building 
on ING’s long-term commitment to the Central Eu-
ropean region. The expected growth in demand for 
financial services combined with the relative 
economic growth offers excellent prospects for fur-
ther rapid expansion of ING’s business. Employee 
benefits have already been introduced in countries 
such as Italy, Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia and 
Romania, and there are also plans to introduce 
them in Greece and Hungary. 
Being involved in pension reforms is an important 
element of ING’s strategy for the Central European 
region. This will contribute to accelerating the 
development of local capital markets, which is bene-
ficial for economic growth and helpful with respect 
to EU entry. International cash management and 
European business desks are also spearheads in the 
wholesale growth strategy.
Drawing on the strengths of ING and a regrouping 
of its corporate banking activities, BHF-Bank is 
well-positioned to compete with the large banks in 
Germany in the area of its core businesses. To achieve 
this goal, BHF-Bank will establish a new sector ap-
proach in servicing large corporates and growth in-
dustry clients in 2001. *
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FRED HUBBELL :
US  EXPANSION COMPLETED
HIGHL IGHTS
ING Americas 11%
Other 89%
612
5 ,155
RESULT  BEFORE  TAXAT ION
in millions of euros
ING Americas 21%
Other 79%
22 ,455
86 ,510
NUMBER  OF  STAFF
full-time equivalents, year-end
    
     
 
           
  
 

he ING Americas strategy is to be a leading client-
focused provider of diversified financial services 
through management and protection of wealth. 
Although the basic ingredients are the same (sufficient 
scale, product range, distribution channel of choice, brand 
equity, risk management, technology) regardless of national 
borders, ING applies localised strategies appropriate to 
each country market.
 
The acquisitions of  ReliaStar and Aetna Financial Services have 
provided ING in the US with a much broader customer base, strong 
financial services platforms and a full range of product and distribu-
tion capabilities. ING is in the top 5 in the US based on life and annu-
ity premiums, variable annuity sales and retirement plan sales. With 
the acquisitions of ReliaStar and Aetna, ING became the owner of 
the largest independent broker/dealer network in the US, with more 
than 10,500 representatives. The combination also creates a sizeable 
mutual fund business with over  2.7 billion in annual sales.

ING has gained access to market leadership in Mexico through its 
41% equity partnership with market leader Seguros Comercial 
America. ING’s range of businesses in Mexico gives it a leading market 
share in P&C insurance, life insurance and annuities. Strategy will focus 
on leveraging the relationship with SCA and co-ordinating all ING 
businesses through a country approach in order to realise ING’s 
potential as one of the country’s leading financial services players. In 
the coming years, the establishment of a strong ING brand will be 
key to realising a strong retail marketing strategy in Mexico.

ING ranks as the 2nd largest non-life insurer in Canada and its strategy 
focuses on leveraging its relationship with P&C brokers and customers. 
Through alliances and direct stakes, ING Canada is in the process 
of transforming this network into an important channel for dis-
tributing proprietary banking, insurance and wealth management 
products.
 
As a result of the acquisition of Aetna International, ING now ranks 
2nd in terms of life insurance premium income in Argentina, Chile 
and Brazil. In Chile, ING has gained scale to become the largest 
group life insurer. ING will focus on leveraging its strong pension 
business in Chile and on organically growing its life activities. ING’s 
strong greenfield life operation in Argentina is poised to enter the 

 
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FRED  HUBBELL :
“ING, ReliaStar and Aetna 
each have a history of success 
in terms of growth in market 
share and good returns for 
their shareholders. There’s a 
recognition by all three that 
you have to do both: satisfy 
the customers and sharehol-
ders simultaneously, as well 
as your employees.” 
      
   
US  EXPANSION COMPLETED
HIGHL IGHTS
Significant cost savings due 
to shared service centres and 
consolidation of IT and back- 
office functions.
Acquisitions ReliaStar and 
Aetna Financial Services pro-
pel ING to top 10 US financial 
services providers.
Introduction of the ING brand.
41% stake in Seguros Comer-
cial America strengthens 
multi-product, multi-channel 
strategy in Mexico.
ING becomes number one 
international life insurer in 
Latin America through the 
acquisition of Aetna 
International.
Number two position in pro-
perty and casualty insurance 
market in Canada strengthe-
ned with smaller acquisitions 
and alliances and added 
distribution capabilities.
RESULT  BEFORE  TAXAT ION NUMBER  OF  STAFF
mature business phase and to offer a broader range of wealth man-
agement products to its mid and upper segment customers. In Brazil, 
ING will assess the potential of the Aetna joint venture with Sul-
America, which, as Brazil’s number one insurer, provides a strong 
platform in Brazil’s high-growth asset accumulation market.
 
    
Acquisitions last year in the US added defined contribution pension 
plan products to ING’s business mix. The acquisitions also enhanced 
scale and marketing depth in annuities, financial and investment 
products and investment advisory services. ING is now a top finan-
cial services provider in this 
important market. The corre-
sponding increase in scale and 
distribution channels has added enormous potential to ING’s 
client base. In addition to being positioned to benefit from the 
strong projected growth in household financial assets in the US, 
ING has a substantial opportunity to cross-sell individual prod-
ucts to its new worksite customer base. ING’s mutual fund and 
investment management franchises in the US also continued to 
show robust growth last year with the addition of  two strong fund 
operations, Pilgrim and Aeltus, as part of  the ReliaStar and Aetna 
acquisitions.
   
ING’s US life insurance companies made significant progress reducing 
the cost and complexity of operations by consolidating functional 
areas spread out over several business units into centres of excellence 
per functional category. In addition, US operations achieved cost re-
ductions and strengthened effectiveness through the establishment of 
shared service functions for finance, tax, human resources, procurement 
and treasury. Shared service functions will expand as ReliaStar and 
Aetna are integrated in the coming years.
IT Infrastructure Management has now been centralised for the 
entire Americas region, including ReliaStar and Aetna. Starting last 
year, ING reduced its data centres from six to five and plans to further 
reduce this number to two by 2002.
    
In addition to the SCA equity stake in Mexico, ING last year ex-
panded a minority stake into a controlling stake of 98% in Afore 
Bital, one of Mexico’s largest pension funds. Together with ING’s 
existing Mexican ventures and the 49% stake in the bancassurance 
joint venture with Grupo Financiero Bital, these transactions provide 
the distribution and product platforms needed to expand ING’s 
wealth management business in one of the fastest growing financial 
services markets in the emerging markets.
  
In Canada, ING formed an important strategic alliance with IPC, 
a publicly owned broker/dealer firm, and took full ownership in 
Equisure, another listed broker network. Both transactions signi-
ficantly advance ING Canada’s strategy of establishing a diversified 
financial services distribution network through which it can distrib-
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FRED HUBBELL :
(2000 )  ACQUIS IT ION  L I FE  INSURANCE  COMPANY 
Acquisition of US life insurance company Aetna (established in1819). 
ING has now more than 100,000 employees, of which 62% work out-
side the Netherlands
US  EXPANSION COMPLETED
Until a few years ago, ING operated in the US through various 
stand-alone life and non-life insurance businesses that were 
scattered around the country and operated under many different 
brand names. The first major strategic change came with ING’s 
acquistion of Equitable of Iowa in 1997 and the increased focus 
on life insurance and annuities in the US. The next step was to 
create one image by adding the ING name and logo to most of 
ING’s operating companies.  Because ING was still too small in 
the large and rapidly consolidating US market, additional acqui-
sitions were required. That goal was achieved in 2000 with the 
acquisitions of ReliaStar and Aetna Financial Services. The com-
bination of ING, ReliaStar and Aetna's defined contribution 
pension plans businesses, life insurance, annuities, mutual funds, 
financial and investment products and investment advisory 
services places ING clearly among the top-10 financial services 
providers in the world’s largest capital market.
HIGHL IGHTS
RESULT  BEFORE  TAXAT ION NUMBER  OF  STAFF
ute not only its P&C insurance products, but also mutual funds and 
other ING products.
 

The biggest challenge for ING Americas over the next few years is to 
ensure a successful integration of Aetna and ReliaStar with ING into 
one wealth management organisation. ING’s employees are key in this 
restructuring process, and their knowledge of markets and experience 
in the field are essential elements for success in winning customers. 
The multi-country integration efforts between ING and Aetna in 
Latin America will also prove to be a challenging task.

ING has demonstrated its expertise in setting up shared service centres 
in recent years and will continue leveraging this experience to inte-
grate the Aetna and ReliaStar businesses. Group synergies will be 
achieved by applying this experience to the Netherlands and Europe. 
ING will also export the newly acquired expertise of  Aetna and 
ReliaStar in building worksite retirement savings operations to other 
countries and regions where the demographic trends are similar to 
those in the Americas. 
   
ING will strive for stronger customer relationships through a more 
customer-focused marketing approach and increased partnership 
with distributors. ING is committed to achieving a single ING brand 
in the US and will carry out a careful transitioning including hybrid 
labels to phase out ReliaStar and Aetna over the next several years. 
ING Canada’s intermediary business brands will be consolidated into 
one single brand – ING (Lion) Insurance – by the end of 2001. The 
branding strategy in Latin America will differ by country, recognising 
the different levels of ING brand awareness and Aetna’s brand equity 
in each market. 
    -
IT is key to building a successful wealth management organisation. 
Efficient information technology will improve time-to-market, distri-
bution efficiency and customer service. In 2001, ING Americas will 
focus on consolidating and integrating IT as part of its strategy to forge 
a single organisation out of ING, ReliaStar and Aetna. E-commerce 
will be developed as a means to facilitate exchange of information with 
customers and distributors and as an enabler for distribution chan-
nels. The Internet will provide opportunities for improving customer 
service and cost structure. ReliaStar’s Ihatefinancialplanning.com 
(IHFP.com) can further serve as an education and advice tool, not 
only for worksite customers but also for other retail ING customers. 
At the same time, ING is committed to developing e-commerce as 
a business. With the official launch of ING Direct in the US in 2000, 
ING will now look to cross-sell insurance and mutual fund products 
through this direct channel over the coming years. In Canada, 
ING Direct and Belair Direct are investigating further co-opera-
tion in respect to sharing market expertise, technology and cross-
selling products on their respective websites and through call centre 
representatives. *
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US  EXPANSION COMPLETED
HIGHL IGHTS
RESULT  BEFORE  TAXAT ION NUMBER  OF  STAFF
        ⁄      
FRED HUBBELL :
H IGHL IGHTS
ING Asia/Pacific 4%
Other 96%
225
5 ,542
RESULT  BEFORE  TAXAT ION
in millions of euros
ING Asia/Pacific 7%
Other 93%
8 ,106
100 ,859
NUMBER  OF  STAFF
full-time equivalents, year-end
   
  ⁄  
          
  
  ⁄ 

NG Asia/Pacific businesses are building on a strong 
traditional life insurance base, adding other wealth 
management products such as mutual funds, defined 
pension plans, variable life and unit-linked products target-
ed to the needs of the middle and upper retail market. 
ING is introducing Customer Relationship Management 
(CRM) strategies aimed at improving customer choice 
through multiple distribution channels such as advisory net-
works, worksite marketing, direct services and e-business.
While going forward with the integration and consolidation of the 
Aetna businesses, ING aims to create customer value across the re-
gion. ING’s experience and capability in integrated financial prod-
ucts and services combined with Aetna’s strong life and pension mar-
keting form a powerful combination, adding products, scale and dis-
tribution skills to a broader client base. 
ING Asia/Pacific aims to be innovative in product design and lead 
the competition in servicing its markets. Achieving operational excel-
lence is a key to success. In the course of  2000, it has carried out 
many projects in the area of sales force re-engineering, productivity 
enhancement, IT infrastructure reform as well as focusing on e-busi-
ness solutions. 
Given the difficulty of achieving scale in the non-life sector in Sin-
gapore and meeting the group’s financial requirements, ING Asia/ 
Pacific announced in December the sale of its non-life business in 
Singapore to QBE Australia.
With the acquisition of Aetna in 2000, ING has become the sec-
ond largest international life insurer in the region. In Australia, ING 
ranks among the top five life insurers and ranks 8th in total funds un-
der management. Asian countries are becoming increasingly impor-
tant to ING Group. Measured by life premium income, ING is now 
the fourth largest life insurer in Taiwan, number five in Malaysia, 
number seven in Hong Kong and 24th in Japan.
 
       
Mercantile Mutual, ING’s Australian business, showed strong 
growth in assets under management, reflecting the shift from life 
products to fund management products. ING continues to focus on 
consolidating its strong position in the life risk market. The Australian 
operations successfully integrated Heine Funds Management, which 
was acquired in 1999, into Mercantile Mutual’s asset management 
operations.
2000 also marked the start of Mercantile Mutual’s gradual move to the 
ING brand in Australia, a process that will roll out in 2001 and beyond.
ING Australia focuses on achieving high organic growth through 
cost control and enhanced operational efficiency using innovative 
technology developments. ING has developed a shared services plat-
form for existing businesses and joint ventures. 
   
Japan’s life operations saw tremendous growth in 2000 with a doubling 
of the pre-tax results boosted by a substantial increase in sales volume. 

 
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FRED  HUBBELL :
“We intend to gradually roll 
out our wealth management 
concept throughout the 
Asia/Pacific region. We enter 
a market with an insurance 
operation to build distribution 
and scale. 
HIGHL IGHTS
Acquisition of Aetna Interna-
tional positions ING as the 
second largest international 
life insurer in the Asia/Pacific 
region.
Aetna International’s opera-
tions add a client base of 
over 3 million customers, sig-
nificantly increasing ING's 
market share.
Licence approval in China is a 
major step forward in Asian 
strategy; Aetna is the second 
largest foreign life insurer in 
Shanghai.
Joint-venture agreement in 
India with Vysya Bank and 
the Damani Group marks 
ING’s commitment to buil-
ding a leading life insurance 
company in this key long-
term growth market. 
RESULT  BEFORE  TAXAT ION NUMBER  OF  STAFF
     
   
   ⁄  
ING took a further step toward strengthening its diversified financial 
services offering in Japan with the successful establishment of a 50-50 
joint venture company with the Principal Financial Group. This posi-
tions ING to sell retirement products in anticipation of the expected 
local legislative changes leading to the introduction of defined contri-
bution pension schemes in 2001. 
ING targets the small to medium 
size enterprises (SME) customer 
segment in Japan. Apart from fo-
cusing on traditional life insur-
ance products, ING Japan laun-
ched variable life products  in 2000, 
thereby diversifying its product 
range. ING Funds, a mutual 
fund company in Japan, now dis-
tributes through banks and third 
parties in addition to ING’s Jap-
anese life intermediaries.
    
  
The addition of Aetna’s Asian 
flagship operations in Taiwan 
increases ING’s operations there substantially. Aetna Taiwan’s al-
ready significant premium growth moves ING from a minor player 
into a top-four position, bringing ING substance in a significant in-
surance market in Asia. The major challenge in Taiwan is to integrate 
the Aetna business with ING’s Life of Georgia business and realise 
synergies among the two business units. Not only will ING grow in 
the Taiwanese life insurance market, it will also gradually extend the 
product range to include mutual funds and credit cards through joint 
ventures with local banks.
        
 
While ING Life Korea has officially been recognised as the fastest 
growing life insurance company in the Korean market during the 
past two years, it is also the first foreign financial company to obtain 
a firm footing in South Korea using the diversified financial services 
formula. This includes banking, insurance, securities and investment 
trust management. ING’s strategic partnership with H&CB provides 
a solid base for ING to develop more financial distribution opportu-
nities in Korea. 
          
In Hong Kong, the Aetna acquisition makes ING the seventh largest 
life insurer as well as a provider for the government’s new compulso-
ry pension plan, the Mandatory Provident Fund (MPF), thereby se-
curing ING access to the Hong Kong life and pension market for the 
first time.
-     
In Malaysia, the purchase of Aetna International extends ING’s 
presence and distribution capacities into a growing major market, 
providing ING with important life and health insurance capabilities. 
ING in Malaysia now ranks among the top-five life insurers based on 
premium income.
 
2000 was a significant growth year for ING Asia/Pacific. The Aetna 
acquisition has increased ING’s operations substantially so ING can 
move forward even faster in its key markets. The challenges that lie 
ahead are integrating the businesses and optimising synergies. ING 
Asia/Pacific views itself  as a financial product manufacturer and dis-
tributor building a customer-oriented organisation, based on opera-
tional excellence, throughout the Asia/Pacific region. *
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                   
ASSETS  UNDER  MANAGEMENT
HIGHL IGHTS
ALEXANDER  R INNOOY KAN:
ING Asset Management 6%
Other 94%
324
5 ,443
RESULT  BEFORE  TAXAT ION
in millions of euros
ING Asset Management 4%
Other 96%
4 ,448
104 ,517
NUMBER  OF  STAFF
full-time equivalents, year-end
   
  
         
  
  
 

he responsibilities of ING Asset Management, 
the third core competence of the Group, comprise 
asset management for ING insurance companies, 
management of ING’s mutual funds, asset and relationship 
management for institutional investors, international private
banking, real estate, private equity and venture capital 
activities. 
The asset management industry is characterised by an often attractive 
risk/reward ratio and high return on equity. It represents a major 
growth opportunity for ING Group. Growth in market share in the 
asset management industry is closely tied to investment performance 
as clients increasingly regard performance as the determining factor 
in selecting an asset manager. Maintaining high standards of invest-
ment performance is an important strategic priority for ING Asset 
Management.
ING asset managers benefit from being part of the Group as they are 
able to leverage upon ING Group’s extensive distribution capacities. 
Increasingly, they also make use of third-party distribution channels. 
In Europe, for example, a top-five position in the mutual fund business 
will be pursued by focusing on captive networks in home markets and 
by developing third-party distribution access in the other European 
markets. The mutual fund business in the US will benefit from the 
distribution channels offered by ReliaStar and Aetna.
 In its specialised businesses - real estate, international private bank-
ing, private equity, alternative assets and trust - ING Asset Manage-
ment will pursue organic growth, backed up by modest acquisitions 
whenever appropriate. 
 
In its close interaction with ING’s distribution channels, Asset 
Management provides many examples of successful synergy. In addi-
tion, the merger between ING Investment Management and BBL 
Asset Management has paved the way for a joint institutional asset 
management approach, together with BHF-Bank, in the major European
continental markets. In the private equity industry, ING Asset Man-
agement is co-ordinating its captive business, managed by Parcom, 
with the third-party business of Baring Private Equity Partners and 
ING Furman Selz Asset Management and with the private equity 
activities emanating from the investment banking side. The private 
banking activities of ING Baring Private Bank and BBL in Luxembourg 
and Switzerland are in the process of being merged and further inte-
gration will occur in the Asian region. 
 
        
In general account asset management, ING Investment Manage-
ment’s role is to act as a full business partner to ING’s insurance 
companies in globally supporting their asset and liability management 
tasks. With the acquisition of ReliaStar and Aetna in July and December 
2000, which were partially financed by sales from the Group’s captive 
equity portfolio, the scale of captive, internal assets has increased sub-

                            
ASSETS  UNDER  MANAGEMENT
HIGHL IGHTS
Assets under management 
reach record high of EUR 503 
billion (+46%) despite extre-
mely demanding market 
environment.
Acquisitions of ReliaStar and 
Aetna lifted ING to 11th posi-
tion in the ranking of global 
asset managers.
Ongoing shift from internal, 
captive asset management to 
external, third-party asset 
management continues 
(external portfolio increases 
from 52% to 71% in 4 years).
ALEXANDER  R INNOOY KAN:
“Our asset management ope-
rations are well-placed to 
benefit from the attractive 
growth prospects in their 
industry. I am firmly convin-
ced that asset management 
will play a key role in streng-
thening ING’s position as a 
prominent global financial 
services provider.”
RESULT  BEFORE  TAXAT ION NUMBER  OF  STAFF
    
     ’ 
stantially (by  26.3 billion). The challenge will be to secure the 
corresponding benefits, both in returns and in efficiency. 
       
   
Assets under management for institutional clients of ING Investment 
Management (IIM) increased by 21% to  35 billion. The merger 
of IIM and BBL has ensured that ING Investment Management is 
now well positioned to take advantage of the major European devel-
opments expected in the area of pension provision.
Baring Asset Management provides institutional asset management 
services focusing on the core asset classes and on the major capital 
pools. The main client regions are the United Kingdom, North America, 
Japan and Continental Europe. As a result of  market declines and a 
small net outflow of institutional business, funds under management 
have fallen by  6 billion to  49.7 billion. However, there has been a 
strong increase in profits of 30% in both the investment management and 
financial services divisions of the business. Baring Asset Management 
continues to focus on producing a consistent risk-controlled investment 
performance. The trend of other fund providers seeking to outsource 
their fund administration activities continues, and the financial services 
division is optimistic about the future opportunities to benefit from 
that trend.
   
Innovation remains the key success factor for the introduction of new 
mutual funds. ING Investment Management added several succesful 
new funds to ING’s portfolio of about 500 mutual funds. The mutual 
fund business conducted by Baring Asset Management had an out-
standingly successful year with over  1.3 billion of net new fund 
flows. ReliaStar’s Pilgrim funds were among the fastest growing in the 
US mutual fund market, growing by 33% over the year 2000.
 
Although ING’s core asset management business is responsible for 
the bulk of the assets, its specialised businesses are essential in offering 
a broad and complete range of asset management products. These 
specialised businesses are active in the areas real estate, private equity, 
alternative assets, private banking and trust services.
    
ING Real Estate’s mission is to play a prominent role in providing real 
estate services in the fields of  asset management, development and 
finance. ING Real Estate is one of the world’s top-five real estate asset 
managers. Several new funds were created to take advantage of this 
strong position (e.g. ING Retail Fund Ibérica and the Lion Properties 
Fund, managed by Clarion USA). Both the existing and the newly 
introduced funds performed well and showed considerable growth. 
ING Real Estate is a leading 
property developer in the Dutch 
and European markets. In 2000, it 
acquired a participation of 30% in 
the Spanish developer Promodeico 
and initiated several new projects. 
Important projects were completed 
throughout Western Europe (e.g. France, Spain, Germany, UK) as 
well as in the Dutch home market. Finally, ING Real Estate is a leading 
player in the field of commercial property financing in the Netherlands 
and increasingly abroad, especially in southern Europe.
    
Baring Private Equity Partners covers six regional markets (Western 
Europe, Central Europe, former Soviet Union, India, Asia and Latin 
America) with a balanced team of investment professionals operating 
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HIGHL IGHTS
ALEXANDER  R INNOOY KAN:
RESULT  BEFORE  TAXAT ION NUMBER  OF  STAFF
in 17 different countries worldwide. It ended the year 2000 with three 
new fund closings for Central Europe, Asia and the former Soviet Union, 
bringing total funds under management to  2 billion. These closings 
enabled Baring Private Equity Partners to complete its international 
footprint and provide institutional investors with access to private 
equity opportunities in all major markets outside the USA. 
Parcom Ventures invested  77 million in 2000. At the end of the year, 
assets under management were  0.4 billion. Parcom invested selec-
tively in a number of early-stage ICT companies in 2000. Starting in 
2001, the Life Science sector is also covered by the Parcom Group: Parcom 
and ING Investment Management have committed  45 million to 
invest in young companies in the biotechnology sector. Parcom will 
consider acquisitions and alliances to further strengthen its position in 
Western Europe (Benelux, Germany, France and Italy) and in the tech-
nology and e-business sector.
   
ING Furman Selz Asset Management (IFSAM) is ING’s platform 
for alternative asset management services. IFSAM’s vision is to create 
an efficient, profitable and differentiated portfolio of asset management 
activities around specialised expertise. It has built a platform of hedge 
funds in equity, real estate and high-yield fixed income, with assets 
under management standing at  21 billion, and intends to further 
grow this business. A major development in 2000 was the acquisition 
of a controlling stake in the New 
York investment firm Pomona 
Capital, which will give IFSAM a 
presence in the private equity 
fund-of-funds business and secon-
dary private equity markets.
   
  
ING Baring Private Bank serves 
high net worth individuals out-
side the Netherlands and Belgium. 
Despite the volatile investment 
markets, particularly in the sec-
ond half  of the year, ING Baring 
Private Bank continued its strong 
performance in 2000. Assets under 
management increased to  9.2 
billion. The Privilege discretionary 
portfolio management service, in-
troduced in 1999, proved to be successful in Europe and is now 
offered worldwide. A new Privilege Managed Funds Service was 
launched in early 2000 and has since shown very promising results. 
ING’s presence in Monaco will be converted to a full bank in the near 
future. In Asia, ING Baring Private Bank is creating a regional op-
erating and product support centre in Singapore. In the wake of 
Group divestments, ING Baring Private Bank stopped its activities 
in Uruguay.
    
ING Trust offers primarily administrative services to multinational 
companies and private banking customers. Its objective is to help opti-
mise the fiscal situation of its customers. As such, fiscal reforms an-
nounced for the Netherlands and 
for Europe as a whole continue to 
affect its perspectives. In 2000, a 
number of special transactions in-
creased its profit by more than 59%. 
 
The global wealth management industry is expected to grow 14% 
annually and continues to offer prospects for attractive margins. The 
activities of ING Asset Management play a fundamental role in 
strengthening ING’s financial services platform and in achieving the 
Group’s increased wealth management focus. ING Asset Management 
aims to become one of the world’s top-10 asset managers through or-
ganic growth and acquisition. *
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HIGHL IGHTS
ING Direct (excluding DiBa) 
attracted 501,000 new clients 
in 2000.
Total savings balances reach-
ed EUR 7.0 billion (250% 
growth).
Total volume growth of other 
retail products  in 2000: 
EUR 0.8 billion.
Successful launches in France 
and US in 2000; Italy on sche-
dule for start in April 2001.
            
 
 
  
  

he strategy of ING Direct is to be a top-quality, 
low-cost provider of financial services by offer-
ing its clients best value for money and excellent 
service via call centres and the Internet. Currently, one third 
of new account openings and more than half  of the transac-
tions take place via the Internet. ING Direct uses its flexible, 
high-rate, no-fees, no-minimum savings account as an entry 
product. ING Direct aims to be superior in marketing and 
customer service in order to rapidly grow its client base and 
to keep acquisition costs down. It makes optimal use of the 
large prospects and customer databases to maximise cross-
selling in the direct channel as well as via sister companies’ 
agents/brokers (through click-call-face). ING Direct offers 
transparent products and strives to create a credible and re-
liable image. ING Direct aims to meet ING Group profit 
hurdle rates in each country as soon as possible after the 
start and supports ING Bank funding needs.
 
ING Direct Canada has developed into the largest direct bank in 
Canada. It attracted 115,000 additional clients in 2000, reaching a total 
number of 342,000 clients. ING Direct Canada ended the year with 
50,000 consumer loan accounts.
ING Direct Spain has become the second largest foreign retail bank in 
Spain and the largest direct bank in Spain. In 2000, the company expan-
ded its client base by 156,000, reaching a number of 186,000 by the end 
of 2000. Spain started cross-selling mutual funds and pension products 
in the 4th quarter of 2000 with very promising initial results. ING Direct 
is the leading direct bank in Australia. The number of savings clients grew 
by 104,000 to 123,000. ING Direct Australia is also successfully selling 
mortgages and reached a volume of  1.3 billion by the end of 2000. 
ING Direct in France, which was opened in March 2000, grew ac-
cording to plan to 57,000 clients by year-end. ING Direct in the USA 
opened in September and succeeded in attracting 60,000 clients in its 
first four months of operation. Italy is on schedule for launch in April 
2001. Allgemeine Deutsche Direktbank (DiBa), which is 49% owned 
by ING, achieved 84,000 new accounts in 2000, reaching 619,000 by 
the end of the year. DiBa had attracted 60,000 mutual fund and stock 
brokerage clients by the end of 2000.
 
ING Direct will continue to grow aggressively by opening new opera-
tions and speeding up the current client growth. ING Direct will in-
crease cross-selling within the operations that have existed for more 
than a year. In all its activities, the company strives to maintain maxi-
mum efficiency at the lowest pos-
sible cost levels. *

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HIGHL IGHTS
High awareness among mana-
gement and staff of the im-
portance of e-business.
Numerous projects within the 
business units within a glo-
bally coordinated process.
Partnering to increase speed 
and scope.
High analyst recognition that 
ING has the right e-strategy.
ING Direct main pillar of 
ING’s e-business strategy.
.
   
 
.  

HIGHL IGHTS
 - 

     - 
-
 

espite the declining success of dot.com compa-
nies since April 2000, the Internet is here to stay 
and will continue to have a major impact on how 
financial institutions such as ING interact and transact with 
their stakeholders. The strategy is to transform ING into a 
web-based and web-enabled company. A large part of  
ING’s services and activities should and will be made availa-
ble electronically to allow customers, staff, partners and 
suppliers to benefit from the convenience and efficiency of 
the Internet. In this way, ING expects to be able to reach 
new customers and retain existing customers, receive more 
revenues per customer by cross-selling and lower the cost per 
customer or activity. For ING, e-business is not a business in 
itself, but a way of doing business. Furthermore, e-business 
is more than e-commerce (sell side). The Group also devotes 
much attention to initiatives in the fields of e-working (in-
side), e-procurement (buy side) and e-venture capital. Most 
of the e-initiatives are now part of the planning process and 
are properly co-ordinated by a Global e-Business Organisa-
tion. Priorities have been set and approved by the Executive 
Board. 
 
Wealth management is a key priority in ING’s e-business strategy with 
projects in such fields as e-brokerage, e-savings and e-funds. ING Di-
rect will play a central role in developing e-wealth management ser-
vices. Straight-through processing, e-learning, e-human resources, a 
global directory, online communication and electronic databases are 
examples of how ING is approaching e-working. Promising projects 
such as PayPal, TWYP (The Way You Pay) and e-Go credit card 
were launched in the area of  e-payment/e-billing. Girotel Online 
(Postbank) and BBL Homebank continue to be forerunners in this 
field. In 2000, Nationale-Neder-
landen, in co-operation with a 
number of other leading Dutch 
financial services companies, 
launched the financial portal 
Wellowell, which enables custom-
ers to compare insurance prod-
ucts and prices and do on-line 
transactions. Other successful fi-
nancial portals are Financial Portal The Netherlands and 
‘ihatefinancialplanning.com’of ReliaStar in the United States. ING 
is developing other e-activities to support its insurance and foreign 
exchange operations. In addition, Group specialists are working on 
overall support functions like e-security.
 
The focus will be on implementation of the strategy according to the 
set priorities. During 2001/2002, a major program will be launched 
to use the Internet and its technologies to improve ING’s efficiency 
ratios. ‘Everybody and everything on the net’, is the slogan to support 
the Group’s efforts toward standardisation and central processing to 
optimise synergy and efficiency. *

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HIGHL IGHTS
 
   

    

NG aims to strike a careful balance between the 
interests of its customers, shareholders and employees. 
The Group’s human resources strategy is geared to 
reaching that objective. The central theme of this strategy 
is ‘investing in cooperation’. Cooperation is the key success 
factor for achieving synergy within ING to increase effici-
ency, improve the service quality and bring more cohesion 
between business units and ultimately attain the Group’s 
financial targets.
 
  
The growth and internationalisation of ING Group resulted in the iden-
tification and formation of a distinct group of leaders and the creation 
of a General Management Council known as the “Top 200”. The role 
of the General Management Council is to represent the leadership of 
ING Group in and beyond their business units’ responsibilities. Its 
members are expected to be role models for ING staff  and are re-
quired to visibly endorse and live up to the ING values. They also form 
the core for the succession planning of Executive Committee and Ex-
ecutive Board members.

Diversity, especially the development of women for senior management 
level, has been an area of emphasis in 2000 and will continue to be so 
in the future. ING is strongly committed to addressing the needs of 
women within the Group. A conference was held in 2000 to discuss 
how labour conditions could be improved. It resulted in the forma-
tion of  the ING Diversity Council that will advise Group MD and 
senior management about improvement steps to be taken in the 
future. 
        
Close to 900 (prospective) managers attended the ING Business 
School (IBS) in 2000, an increase of 200 compared with the previous 
year. The overall support for the IBS and the appraisal of the courses 
is high. For 2001, ING will focus on raising the number of attendants 
to increase the awareness of ING’s strategy and values. The focus of 
the IBS for 2001 will be to maintain the present level of high-quality 
core programmes and to bring ‘ING Awareness’ programmes to the re-
gions. The number of short seminars will be increased, assuring a 
representative geographical mix of candidates.
  
The competition for young talent is increasingly fierce, especially 
among financial institutions. ING has an image of being a strong and 
dynamic international financial enterprise. Combined with the appeal 
of the Global Management Programme (GMP) and other specialised 
programmes, this places ING in a relatively comfortable position. 
Recent surveys indicate that ING has become the second-most attrac-
tive employer for graduates in the Netherlands. 
   
A major achievement in 2000 was the establishment of  an ING 
collective labour agreement for employees of the banking and the in-
surance operations in the Netherlands. Under the old labour agree-
ments, the discrepancies in working hours, pay and job appraisal 

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HIGHL IGHTS
The introduction of a group-
wide applied performance 
management system for the 
General Management Council. 
Communicating a synergy-
related compensation philo-
sophy. The ING stock options 
for General Management 
Council members are now 
linked to their contribution 
to group synergies and 
talent building.
Realisation of a group-wide 
global stock option exercise 
procedure; expertise gained 
is now put to commercial use 
through a third-party admi-
nistration service.
An ING Group collective 
labour agreement was rea-
ched, comprising all the ope-
rations in the Netherlands 
and further equalising the 
labour conditions of the 
banking and the insurance 
operations.
   
   
   
 -
 
blocked mobility and caused feelings of injustice. 
The new agreement, which comprises banking 
and insurance, was designed to minimise the ex-
isting differences and facilitate cross-overs be-
tween the banking and the insurance operations. 
It also offers employees  more flexibility with re-
spect to working hours and working patterns.
 
Management Development will support strategic 
human resources plans worldwide as part of the 
execution of the ING business strategy. It aims to 
recruit and retain talented employees to build 
management potential. By designing competitive 
reward strategies, it strives to link performance 
management with the business objectives. Man-
agement Development will continue to implement 
human resources and management development 
systems and practices around the ING offices 
worldwide to heighten efficiency, decision-making 
capabilities, competitiveness and the attractiveness 
of ING as a long-term employer. One of these 
practices is job rotation, which produced favourable 
results over the past years. The number of cross-
overs will be increased to stimulate the building of 
management experience and the creation of effec-
tive synergy.
The development of women with leadership potential will be acceler-
ated and MD strives to increase awareness throughout the senior 
ranks for retaining talented women. ING treasures the qualities of its 
employees and will continue to build on a pool of talented men and 
women for future strategic positions. ING wishes to reinforce the 
sense throughout the company worldwide that people do indeed 
make the difference. *
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    
 
ADDIT IONS  TO  THE  PROVIS ION FOR  LOAN LOSSES  ING  BANK  
in millions of euros
1999 2000
Netherlands 209 75
International 371 325
Total 580 400
VALUE  AT  R ISK  BY  CATEGORY 
SOLVENCY RAT IOS  
LARGEST  (>EUR  750  MILL ION)  CROSS -BORDER  LENDING EXPOSURES  IN  EMERGING MARKETS
Figures exclude local currency-denominated loans. In millions of euros
RISK PROVIS IONS  ON
GROSS  EXPOSURE REDUCING FACTORS  FORE IGN CURRENCY LOANS
PR IMARY TRADE
1999 2000 COLLATERAL F INANCE 1999 2000
Hong Kong 2 ,182 2 ,048 159 158 59 27
Poland 1 ,077 1 ,640 100 23 8 41
Mexico 1 ,249 1 ,628 259 106 5 5
South Korea 1 ,286 1 ,557 26 1 ,067 69 35
Indonesia 1 ,630 1 ,551 988 30 543 447
Brazil 1 ,224 979 304 433 63 - -
Argentina 1 ,125 901 334 159 33 8
Russia 976 884 763 34 155 34
Turkey 725 824 365 319 - - - -
China 878 779 261 143 55 45

  

 
 
NG has comprehensive risk management procedures 
on all levels within the Group. To monitor and man-
age the risks, up-to-date techniques are being applied, 
such as asset & liability management (ALM) and the calcu-
lation of the risk-adjusted return on capital (RAROC) method. 
On Executive Board level, the Risk Policy Committee eval-
uates and manages ING Group’s overall risk profile, aiming 
for a good balance between risk, return and capital.
 
  
ING’s policy is to maintain an internationally diversified loan portfo-
lio, while avoiding large risk concentrations. The emphasis is on ex-
panding business within the European region. The focus is mainly on 
relationship banking activities. Compared to 
1999, additions to provisions for loan losses 
were further reduced in 2000; the provisions 
are considered adequate to absorb losses.
  
ING Insurance’s policy is to maintain a fixed-
income investment portfolio with an average 
credit quality comparable to a Standard & 
Poor’s rating of AA-/A+ (Aa3/A1 of Moody’s). 
For credit risks, the provision for loan losses 
amounted to  248 million at the end of 
2000 (1999:  224 million). 
 
On the basis of external regulations and in-
ternal guidelines, ING maintains a series of 
country risk provisions. 

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              
     
     

ADDIT IONS  TO  THE  PROVIS ION FOR  LOAN LOSSES  ING  BANK  
VALUE  AT  R ISK  BY  CATEGORY 
in millions of euros
1999 YEAR-END 2000
Foreign exchange 2 .5 2 .3
Equities 9 .5 6 .6
Emerging markets 7 .5 7 .9
Interest 5 .6 4 .8
Sub-total 25 .1 21 .6
Diversification effect (7 .1 ) (5 .4 )
Total 18 .0 16 .2
SOLVENCY RAT IOS  
in millions of euros
ING  BANK 1999 2000
Tier-1 ratio 7 .02% 7.22%
BIS-ratio 10 .38% 10 .75%
INSURANCE
Available solvency margin 18 ,550 19 ,897
Required solvency margin 5 ,123 7 ,989
Surplus funds 13 ,427 11 ,908
LARGEST  (>EUR  750  MILL ION)  CROSS -BORDER  LENDING EXPOSURES  IN  EMERGING MARKETS
 
  
ING’s policy is to maintain an internationally diversified and mainly 
client-related trading portfolio, while avoiding large risk concentra-
tions. The emphasis is on expanding business in liquid markets. ING 
applies Value at Risk and stress testing scenarios. Value at Risk meas-
ures the maximum overnight loss that could occur under normal 
market circumstances, if  the trading positions remained unchanged 
for a time interval of one day. 
  
Apart from market risks in its trading portfolios, ING Bank has a 
structural interest rate risk on its balance sheet. As at 31 December 
2000, an increase in interest rates of 1% gradually during the year 
could potentially have an adverse effect on interest income of  4 
million (year-end 1999:  85 million).
  
ING Insurance is exposed to movements in equity markets since they 
have an impact on the level of charges deducted for unit-linked and 
variable business. ING is also exposed to interest rate movements 
with respect to guaranteed interest rates and policyholders’ reasona-
ble expectations with respect to crediting rates. ING continuously 
monitors these market risks using ALM and RAROC and other risk 
management techniques to ensure that the total risks are in line with 
the Group’s overall risk profile.
   
ING closely monitors its actuarial risks that arise in connection with 
the adequacy of ING Insurance's premium rate levels, provisions 
with respect to its insurance liabilities and solvency capital. In doing 
so, it takes into consideration the supporting assets (fair and book 
value, currency and interest sensitivity), changes in interest rates and 
exchange rates and developments in mortality, morbidity, lapses and 
expenses as well as general market conditions. Specific attention is 
given to the adequacy of provisioning, considering the low interest 
rates in a number of countries in which ING operates. ING is of the 
opinion that its provisions are adequate. Overall mortality, morbidity 
and property and casualty risk exposure is controlled in part through 
the purchase of reinsurance coverage, for which group-wide applica-
ble guidelines – specified by risk category – are set.
 
ING closely monitors its liquidity risk, both at local and at Group 
level. The Group’s policy is to maintain an adequate cushion to meet 
its financial liabilities when due.
 
ING’s policy is to minimise operational risks by raising the risk aware-
ness among its entire management and staff, setting clear governance 
guidelines, organising and embedding the operational risk management 
function, and implementing a comprehensive and periodic operational 
risk identification, assessment and management process.
 
Detailed figures on regulatory requirements and ratios of the bank-
ing and insurance operations are given on page 74. A comprehensive 
chapter on risk management has been added to the separately issued 
Annual Accounts. This information is also available on the Internet 
site of ING Group (www.ing.com). *
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ING expects the highest levels of personal conduct 
from all its employees, whatever their position. It is 
acknowledged that all effective business relationships, 
inside as well as outside the Group, depend on 
honesty, integrity and fairness.


  

 
ince the early 1990s, globalisation of the economy 
has become a driving force for many companies 
in the world. New markets opened up and started 
developing, global trade liberalisation abolished many boun-
daries and new information technologies brought new and 
faster ways of  communication all over the world. This 
globalisation posed new questions about the role of companies 
toward society. More attention is drawn to the activities of  
companies, not only their financial performance, but 
also their policy on environmental and social issues. Non-
governmental organisations have shifted their attention 
from governments to multinationals. International organi-
sations like the WTO and the United Nations and national 
governments have placed the subject of  corporate social 
responsibility high on their agendas. In response, companies 
are engaging in dialogue with their stakeholders and becoming 
more open about their activities.
  ’    
In the last ten years ING has grown from a group of Dutch companies 
to an international financial services group. As a global provider of  
financial services, ING attaches great 
importance to maintaining high stan-
dards of conduct in all its activities. ING 
takes its responsibility toward society 
seriously. In 2000, several new sustainable 
products were launched and much at-
tention was paid to communicating 
ING’s environmental and social policies 
to internal and external stakeholders. 
Since its launch in September 1999, 
ING has been part of the Dow Jones 
Sustainability Group Index. In 2000, 
ING was selected to be the industry sus-
tainable leader of the insurance sector 
in this index. In January 2001, ING 
joined the World Business Council for Sustainable Development, 
which is growing to become a global business platform for developing 
sustainable policies.
   
After extensive consultation with ING’s stakeholders, the Executive 
Board approved the ING Business Principles in 1999. The ING Bus-
iness Principles set a high level of standards for the conduct of each 
ING employee. An extensive introduction and training programme 
has been set up to communicate the business principles to all ING 
employees. At the end of 2000, most of ING’s business units had 
completed the implementation. The compliance organisation will play 
an important role in maintaining high business standards to ensure 
that employees also comply with the business principles in the longer 
term. The business principles introduction programme has been 
incorporated in training programmes of the ING Business School 
and in programmes for new employees. 
  
ING is of the opinion that open communication with its stakeholders 
is of  great importance. In the past few years ING published an 
environmental report and a social report in addition to its financial 
annual report. Furthermore, ING regu-
larly publishes a Shareholders’ bulletin 
for its shareholders. By mid-2001, ING 
will publish a new report about envi-
ronmental and social issues in a more 
integrated and international context.
Amsterdam,  March 
  ,
EWALD K IST  Chairman
MICHEL  T I LMANT  Vice-chairman
FRED  HUBBELL
HESSEL  L INDENBERGH
CEES  MAAS  Chief Financial Officer
ALEXANDER  R INNOOY KAN
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consolidated balance sheet as at 31 december before profit appropriation
amounts in millions of euros
ASSET S 2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9
Tangible fixed assets 1 2 ,129 1 ,937
Participating interests 2 2 ,372 3 ,265
Investments 3 277 ,176 195 ,806
Lending 4 246 ,807 201 ,798
Banks 44 ,132 41 ,911
Cash 6 ,337 4 ,978
Other assets 5 46 ,394 28 ,746
Accrued assets 24 ,825 14 ,374
Total 650 ,172 492 ,815
EQUIT Y  AND L IAB IL I T IE S
Shareholders’ equity 6 25 ,274 34 ,556
Preference shares of group companies 2 ,419 498
Third-party interests 1 ,288 971
Group equity 28 ,981 36 ,025
Subordinated loan 485 485
Group capital base 29 ,466 36 ,510
General provisions 5 ,440 4 ,525
Insurance provisions 7 200 ,153 107 ,475
Funds entrusted to and debt securities of the banking operations 8 252 ,816 224 ,806
Banks 94 ,675 75 ,265
Other liabilities 54 ,273 33 ,887
Accrued liabilities 13 ,349 10 ,347
Total 650 ,172 492 ,815
a b r i d g e d  a n n u a l  a c c o u n t s
a n n u a l  r e p o r t  2 0 0 0 i n g  g r o u p  • 5 1
consolidated profit and loss account for the years ended 31 december
amounts in millions of euros
2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9
Premium income 29 ,114 22 ,412
Income from investments of the insurance operations 15 ,417 11 ,151
Interest result from the banking operations 5 ,831 5 ,698
Commission 4 ,497 3 ,260
Other income 3 ,725 3 ,205
Total income 58 ,584 45 ,726
Underwriting expenditure 29 ,901 27 ,543
Other interest expenses 757 556
Salaries, pension and social security costs 6 ,729 5 ,772
Additions to the provision for loan losses 400 580
Other expenses 6 ,828 5 ,201
Total expenditure 44 ,615 39 ,652
Result before taxation 13 ,969 6 ,074
Taxation 1 ,838 1 ,059
Third-party interests 147 93
Net profit for the period 11 ,984 4 ,922
Operational net profit 4 ,008 3 ,229
Non-operational net profit 7 ,976 1 ,693
Net profit for the period 11 ,984 4 ,922
amounts in euros
Net profit per share
Operational profit per share 4 .18 3 .35
Basic profit per share 12 .54 5 .12
Diluted profit per share 12 .37 5 .04
Dividend per ordinary share 2 .25 1 .63
a b r i d g e d  a n n u a l  a c c o u n t s
5 2 • a n n u a l  r e p o r t  2 0 0 0 i n g  g r o u p  
changes in the composition of the group
In 2000, ING acquired a 100% interest in ReliaStar Financial Corp., a life-insurance company based in Minneapolis, United States of
America. The total purchase price of the acquisition amounted to eur 6.7 billion, including eur 1.1 billion assumed debt, and was paid in
cash (except for the assumed debt). The goodwill amounted to eur 4.6 billion and is charged to Shareholders’ equity. As from 1 September
2000, the results of ReliaStar have been included in the consolidated financial statements of ING Group.
In 2000, ING Group acquired Aetna Financial Services and Aetna International, divisions of the insurance company Aetna Inc. based in
Hartford, United States of America. The total purchase price of the acquisition amounted to eur 8.3 billion, including eur 3.0 billion
assumed debt, and was paid in cash (except for the assumed debt). The goodwill amounted to eur 6.1 billion and is charged to Shareholders’
equity. As from 1 January 2001, the results of Aetna Financial Services and Aetna International will be included in the consolidated financial
statements of ING Group for the financial year 2001.
In 2000, ING Group reached agreement on the sale of its 100% interest in Tiel Utrecht Schadeverzekering N.V., Tiel Utrecht
Levensverzekering N.V. and Tiel Utrecht Verzekerd Sparen N.V., insurance companies based in Utrecht, The Netherlands. The proceeds on
disposal comprised a cash consideration and a 20% interest in De Goudse. The result on disposal is recognised in the profit and loss account
over the financial year 2000, as part of Income from investments of the insurance operations. The results of Tiel Utrecht have been included
in the consolidated financial statements of ING Group up to and including 31 December 2000. As at 31 December 2000, Tiel Utrecht is
excluded from consolidation in the consolidated balance sheet of ING Group.
In 1999, ING Group has increased its interest in BHF-BANK to virtually 100%. As from the fourth quarter of 1999, the results of BHF-
BANK have been included in the consolidated financial statements of ING Group.
exchange rates
As a result of the introduction of the euro in 1999, the reporting currency in the annual accounts from 1999 onwards is the euro (eur 1.00 =
nlg 2.20371).
The exchange rates used for translating the most important currencies for ING Group into 
euros (average rates for the year and spot rates prevailing at year-end) are as follows:
2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9
AVERAGE YEAR-END AVERAGE YEAR-END
American dollar 0 .9263 0 .9300 1 .0671 1 .0044
Australian dollar 1 .5968 1 .6748 1 .6676 1 .5409
Belgian franc 40 .3399 40 .3399 40 .3399 40 .3399
Canadian dollar 1 .3738 1 .3927 1 .5903 1 .4581
German mark 1 .9558 1 .9558 1 .9558 1 .9558
Pound sterling 0 .6085 0 .6228 0 .6595 0 .6216
French franc 6 .5596 6 .5596 6 .5596 6 .5596
Japanese yen 99 .6408 106 .8000 120 .6810 102 .5200
a b r i d g e d  a n n u a l  a c c o u n t s
a n n u a l  r e p o r t  2 0 0 0 i n g  g r o u p  • 5 3
notes to the consolidated balance sheet
amounts in millions of euros, unless stated otherwise 
ASSET S
1  TANGIBLE  F IXE D  AS S E TS
2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9
Data-processing equipment 415 380
Other movable fixed assets 1 ,714 1 ,557
2 ,129 1 ,937
2  PA RT IC IPAT ING  INTE RE STS
2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9
Investments in participating interests 2 ,266 3 ,228
Receivables from participating interests 106 37
2 ,372 3 ,265
3  INVES TME NTS
2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9
Land and buildings, including commuted ground rents 10 ,890 7 ,690
Shares and convertible debentures 22 ,152 29 ,364
Fixed-interest securities 162 ,062 125 ,058
Investments for risk of policyholders and investments of annual life funds 81 ,947 33 ,522
Other investments 125 172
277 ,176 195 ,806
L AND AND BU ILD INGS
2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9 2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9 2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9
INSURANCE OPERATIONS BANKING OPERATIONS TOTAL
Land and buildings wholly or partially in use by group companies 848 558 3 ,124 1 ,900 3 ,972 2 ,458
Other land and buildings 6 ,918 5 ,232 6 ,918 5 ,232
7 ,766 5 ,790 3 ,124 1 ,900 10 ,890 7 ,690
a b r i d g e d  a n n u a l  a c c o u n t s
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F IXED- INTE RE S T  S E CUR IT IES 2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9
INSURANCE  OP E RAT IONS
Debentures and fixed-interest securities 74 ,014 41 ,338
Private loans 8 ,790 9 ,348
Mortgage loans 22 ,692 17 ,529
Other fixed-interest securities 5 ,377 3 ,110
110 ,873 71 ,325
BANKING OP E RAT IONS
Debentures and options 52 ,176 54 ,533
Other fixed-interest securities 338 417
52 ,514 54 ,950
Eliminations 1 ,325 1 ,217
162 ,062 125 ,058
INVEST M E NTS  FOR  R IS K  OF  POL ICYHOLDERS  AND INVESTMENTS  O F  A N N UA L  L I FE  FUN D S 2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9
Land and buildings 109 197
Shares and convertible debentures 28 ,094 20 ,762
Fixed-interest securities 52 ,057 10 ,831
Other investments 1 ,687 1 ,732
81 ,947 33 ,522
4  L ENDING
Analysed by security:
2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9
NETHERLANDS INTERNATIONAL TOTAL NETHERLANDS INTERNATIONAL TOTAL
Loans guaranteed by public authorities 8 ,306 13 ,019 21 ,325 9 ,357 12 ,880 22 ,237
Loans secured by mortgages 65 ,585 14 ,048 79 ,633 58 ,196 14 ,794 72 ,990
Loans guaranteed by credit institutions 1 ,652 5 ,878 7 ,530 674 3 ,176 3 ,850
Other personal lending 3 ,532 2 ,790 6 ,322 3 ,281 2 ,086 5 ,367
Other corporate loans 33 ,715 102 ,484 136 ,199 30 ,755 70 ,806 101 ,561
112 ,790 138 ,219 251 ,009 102 ,263 103 ,742 206 ,005
Provision for loan losses -959 -3 ,243 -4 ,202 -1 ,008 -3 ,199 -4 ,207
111 ,831 134 ,976 246 ,807 101 ,255 100 ,543 201 ,798
a b r i d g e d  a n n u a l  a c c o u n t s
a n n u a l  r e p o r t  2 0 0 0 i n g  g r o u p  • 5 5
Analysed by industry:
2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9
Private sector:
- agriculture, horticulture, forestry and fisheries 2 ,551 1 ,842
- manufacturing 25 ,574 22 ,575
- service industry 50 ,143 46 ,879
- financial institutions 64 ,873 44 ,184
- other 95 ,053 76 ,648
238 ,194 192 ,128
Public authorities 8 ,613 9 ,670
246 ,807 201 ,798
PROVIS ION  FOR  LOAN LOSSES
The provision for loan losses is allocated to Lending, Banks and other assets.
2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9
NETHERLANDS INTERNATIONAL TOTAL NETHERLANDS INTERNATIONAL TOTAL
Allocated to Lending 959 3 ,243 4 ,202 1 ,008 3 ,199 4 ,207
Allocated to Banks 70 70 315 315
Allocated to other assets 37 192 229 61 173 234
996 3 ,505 4 ,501 1 ,069 3 ,687 4 ,756
The movements in the provision for loan losses included in Lending, Banks and other assets were as follows:
2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9
Opening balance 4 ,756 3 ,617
Changes in the composition of the group 832
Write-offs -900 -605
Recoveries 52 13
Additions from: - value adjustments to receivables 400 580
- interest income 95 84
Other movements 98 235
Closing balance 4 ,501 4 ,756
5  OT HER  AS S E TS
2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9
Trading portfolio 26 ,961 19 ,801
Equity participations 1 ,312 918
Property 721 1 ,640
Deferred tax assets 1 ,705 1 ,271
Other receivables 15 ,695 5 ,116
46 ,394 28 ,746
a b r i d g e d  a n n u a l  a c c o u n t s
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EQUIT Y  AND L IAB IL I T IE S  
6  SHAR E HOLDE RS ‘  E QU ITY
2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9
Shareholders‘ equity 25 ,274 34 ,556
Opening balance 34 ,556 29 ,077
Revaluations after taxation -7 ,520 2 ,857
Write-off of goodwill -11 ,774 -1 ,427
Net profit for the period 11 ,984 4 ,922
Dividend paid -900 -729
Exercise of optional dividend 309
Exercise of warrants and options 81 78
Private placements 20
26 ,427 35 ,107
Changes in ING Groep N.V. shares held by
group companies -1 ,153 -551
Closing balance 25 ,274 34 ,556
Shareholders' equity was employed in the various activities as follows:
2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9
Group equity employed in the insurance operations 17 ,884 25 ,696
Group equity employed in the banking operations 14 ,899 14 ,452
Own shares held by the parent company, subordinated loans, 
third-party interests, debenture loans and other elimination entries -7 ,509 -5 ,592
25 ,274 34 ,556
SHAR E  CAP ITAL
CUMULATIVE
PREFERENCE PREFERENCE
ORDINARY SHARES SHARES SHARES
(PAR VALUE (PAR VALUE (PAR VALUE
EUR 0,48) EUR 1.20) EUR 1.20)
NUMBER X 1,000 NUMBER X 1,000 NUMBER X 1,000
2000
Authorised share capital 1 ,500 ,000 300 ,000 900 ,000
Unissued share capital 514 ,744 212 ,920 900 ,000
Issued share capital 985 ,256 87 ,080 0
a b r i d g e d  a n n u a l  a c c o u n t s
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The movements in issued share capital were as follows:
ORDINARY SHARES PREFERENCE SHARES
NUMBER NUMBER
X 1,000 AMOUNT X 1,000 AMOUNT
Issued share capital as at 31 December 1999 966 ,975 439 87 ,080 99
Warrants 6 ,121 3
From 1999 final dividend 7 ,082 3
From 2000 interim dividend 5 ,037 2
Stock options 41
From premium reserve due to conversion
of share capital into euros 26 5
Issued share capital as at 31 December 2000 985 ,256 473 87 ,080 104
SHARES
All shares are in registered form. No share certificates will be issued. Shares may be transferred by means of a deed of transfer, subject to the
approval of the Executive Board of ING Group.
OR DINARY  S HARE S
The par value of the ordinary shares is currently eur 0.48. Ordinary shares may only be issued if at least the nominal value is paid up.
PREF ERE NCE  S HARE S
The par value of the preference shares is eur 1.20. Preference shares are divided into two categories: ‘A’ preference shares and ‘B’ preference
shares. The authorised share capital of ING Group consists of 100 million ‘A’ preference shares, of which as at 31 December 2000, 87 million
have been issued and 200 million ‘B’ preference shares, none of which have yet been issued. Preference shares may only be issued if at least the
nominal value is paid up. Preference shares rank before ordinary shares in entitlement to dividends and distributions upon liquidation of
ING Group, but are subordinated to cumulative preference shares.
C UMUL AT IVE  P RE FE RE NCE  SHARES
The par value of the cumulative preference shares is eur 1.20. Cumulative preference shares may only be issued if at least one fourth of the
nominal value is paid up. 
The cumulative preference shares rank before the preference shares and the ordinary shares in entitlement to dividend and to distributions
upon liquidation of ING Group.
A WARRANTS  AND B  WARRANTS
In 1991, ING Group authorised the issue of 261,070,062 warrants (hereafter A warrants ), of which 253,297,808 have been issued. As at 31
December 2000, 29,897,127 A warrants were outstanding (1999: 47,016,271). A warrant holders are entitled to obtain from ING Group, for
a fixed price, depositary receipts for ordinary shares in the proportion of 14 A warrants to 5 depositary receipts. A warrant holders may
exercise their rights at their own discretion but no later than 15 march 2001.
In 1998, ING Group authorised the issue of 17,317,132 B warrants, of which 17,121,560 have been issued. As at 31 December 2000,
17,114,081 B warrants were outstanding (1999: 17,119,828). B warrant holders are entitled to obtain from ING Group for a fixed price,
depositary receipts for ordinary shares in the proportion of 1 B warrant to 1 depositary receipt. B warrant holders may exercise their rights at
their own discretion but no later than 5 January 2008.
a b r i d g e d  a n n u a l  a c c o u n t s
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7  INSURANCE  P ROVIS IONS
2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9 2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9 2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9
GROSS REINSURANCE ELEMENT OWN ACCOUNT
Provision for life policy liabilities 117 ,226 68 ,085 6 ,760 1 ,509 110 ,466 66 ,576
Provision for profit sharing and rebates 685 708 1 1 684 707
Provision for unearned premiums 
and unexpired insurance risks 1 ,634 1 ,585 52 56 1 ,582 1 ,529
Claims provision 5 ,363 5 ,022 277 262 5 ,086 4 ,760
Other insurance provisions 388 381 388 381
125 ,296 75 ,781 7 ,090 1 ,828 118 ,206 73 ,953
Insurance provisions for policies for
which the policyholders bear the 
investment risk and for annual life funds 83 ,823 33 ,917 1 ,876 395 81 ,947 33 ,522
209 ,119 109 ,698 8 ,966 2 ,223 200 ,153 107 ,475
8  F UNDS  E NTRUS TE D  TO  AND DEBT  SECUR IT IES  OF  THE  BANKING  O PER AT IO N S
2 0 0 0 1999
Savings accounts 52 ,431 46 ,985
Other funds entrusted 134 ,133 111 ,915
Funds entrusted to the banking operations 186 ,564 158 ,900
Debt securities 66 ,252 65 ,906
252 ,816 224 ,806
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additional information relating to the consolidated balance sheet
DER IVAT IVE S
USE OF DERIVATIVES ING Group uses derivative financial instruments in the normal course of business for non-trading and trading purposes.
Derivatives are financial instruments, which include forwards, futures, options and swaps, whose value is based on an underlying asset, index
or reference rate.
NON-TRADING ACTIVITIES ING Group’s principal objective in holding or issuing derivatives for non-trading purposes is risk management. To
achieve its risk management objective, ING Group uses a combination of interest-rate instruments, primarily interest-rate swaps. Net
positions in foreign currencies are subject to changes in value as exchange rates change. These fluctuations are managed by entering into
currency swaps, forwards and options.
The table illustrates the relative importance of the various types of derivative products, showing the notional amounts at year-end 2000 and
year-end 1999. Notional amounts represent units of account which, in respect of derivatives, reflect the relationship with the underlying
assets (bonds, for example, in the case of interest-rate futures). What they do not reflect, however, is the credit risk assumed by entering into
derivatives transactions.
The year-end positive fair value represents the maximum loss that ING Group would incur on its derivatives transactions if all its
counterparties at year-end defaulted. This fair value can and will fluctuate from day to day due to changes in the value of the underlying
assets. In order to arrive at an estimate of credit risk at any given time, a margin is added to the fair value figures to arrive, in accordance with
internationally accepted criteria, at what is called the unweighted credit equivalents.
The weighted credit equivalents are the unweighted credit equivalents multiplied by the weighting factors determined in accordance with
standards of the international supervisory authorities. Under certain conditions, the credit risk can be reduced by entering into bilateral
netting agreements. In the case of non-observance of the obligation by the counterparty, this kind of agreement gives the right to net off
receivables and payables in respect of open derivatives contracts. The effect of reducing the risk by means of bilateral netting agreements is
shown at the bottom of the table.
As at year-end the following contracts were open:
2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9
WEIGHTED WEIGHTED
NOTIONAL POSITIVE CREDIT NOTIONAL POSITIVE CREDIT
AMOUNT FAIR VALUE EQUIVALENT AMOUNT FAIR VALUE EQUIVALENT
INT EREST-RATE  CONTRACTS
Over the counter 766 ,978 12 ,383 3 ,655 737 ,573 8 ,640 2 ,742
Listed 19 ,122 2 35 ,982
C UR R ENCY  CONTRACTS
Over the counter 322 ,474 9 ,223 3 ,447 173 ,381 3 ,204 1 ,727
Listed 727 578
EQUIT Y  DE R IVAT IVE S
Over the counter 15 ,722 981 478 15 ,010 1 ,321 541
Listed 12 ,841 1 ,444 8 ,736 490
OT HER  CONTRACTS
Over the counter 108 299 19 10
1 ,137 ,972 24 ,033 7 ,580 971 ,559 13 ,674 5 ,020
Effect of contractual netting -11 ,214 -3 ,025 -3 ,874 -1 ,130
1 ,137 ,972 12 ,819 4 ,555 971 ,559 9 ,800 3 ,890
6 0 • a n n u a l  r e p o r t  2 0 0 0 i n g  g r o u p  
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notes to the consolidated profit and loss account
amounts in millions of euros, unless stated otherwise
To provide more insight in the results of ING Group, a distinction is made between operational results and non-operational results. The non-
operational results are disclosed seperately.
The operational profit and loss account can be analysed by operational and non- operational results as follows:
2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9 2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9 2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9
OPERATIONAL RESULTS NON-OPERATIONAL RESULTS TOTAL
Premium income 9 29 ,114 22 ,412 29 ,114 22 ,412
Income from investments of 
the insurance operations 10 8 ,400 11 ,151 7 ,017 15 ,417 11 ,151
Interest result from the banking operations 11 5 ,831 5 ,698 5 ,831 5 ,698
Commission 12 4 ,497 3 ,260 4 ,497 3 ,260
Other income 13 2 ,145 1 ,512 1 ,580 1 ,693 3 ,725 3 ,205
Total income 49 ,987 44 ,033 8 ,597 1 ,693 58 ,584 45 ,726
Underwriting expenditure 29 ,901 27 ,543 29 ,901 27 ,543
Other interest expenses 757 556 757 556
Salaries, pension and social security costs 14 6 ,729 5 ,772 6 ,729 5 ,772
Additions to the provision for loan losses 400 580 400 580
Other expenses 6 ,433 5 ,201 395 6 ,828 5 ,201
Total expenditure 44 ,220 39 ,652 395 44 ,615 39 ,652
Result before taxation 15 5 ,767 4 ,381 8 ,202 1 ,693 13 ,969 6 ,074
Taxation 1 ,612 1 ,059 226 1 ,838 1 ,059
Result after taxation 4 ,155 3 ,322 7 ,976 1 ,693 12 ,131 5 ,015
Third-party interests 147 93 147 93
Net profit for the period 4 ,008 3 ,229 7 ,976 1 ,693 11 ,984 4 ,922
The numbers against the items refer to the notes starting on page 62.
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Operational results can be analysed by insurance operations and banking operations as follows:
2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9 2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9 2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9 2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9
INSURANCE OPERATIONS BANKING OPERATIONS ELIMINATIONS TOTAL
Premium income 29 ,114 22 ,412 29 ,114 22 ,412
Income from investments of 
the insurance operations 8 ,486 11 ,209 86 58 8 ,400 11 ,151
Interest result from banking operations 5 ,786 5 ,652 -45 -46 5 ,831 5 ,698
Commission 867 404 3 ,630 2 ,856 4 ,497 3 ,260
Other income 259 144 1 ,886 1 ,368 2 ,145 1 ,512
Total income 38 ,726 34 ,169 11 ,302 9 ,876 41 12 49 ,987 44 ,033
Underwriting expenditure 29 ,901 27 ,543 29 ,901 27 ,543
Other interest expenses 774 544 24 24 41 12 757 556
Salaries, pension and social security costs 1 ,784 1 ,370 4 ,945 4 ,402 6 ,729 5 ,772
Additions to the provision for loan losses 400 580 400 580
Other expenses 3 ,105 2 ,312 3 ,328 2 ,889 6 ,433 5 ,201
Total expenditure 35 ,564 31 ,769 8 ,697 7 ,895 41 12 44 ,220 39 ,652
Operational result before taxation 3 ,162 2 ,400 2 ,605 1 ,981 5 ,767 4 ,381
Taxation 775 413 837 646 1 ,612 1 ,059
Third-party interests 39 34 108 59 147 93
Operational net profit for the period 2 ,348 1 ,953 1 ,660 1 ,276 4 ,008 3 ,229
The non-operational results can be specified as follows:
Result on sale Libertel 924 376 461 376 1 ,385
Result on sale CCF 853 853
Provision for reorganisation and relocation -486 -486
Results on sale NIB 308 308
Result on sale of investments in shares
regarding financing of acquisitions 7 ,368 7 ,368
Provision for the calamity fund 91 91
Non-operational items before tax 7 ,459 1 ,232 743 461 8 ,202 1 ,693
Taxation on non-operational items 226
Non-operational net profit 7 ,976 1 ,693
Net profit for the period 11 ,984 4 ,922
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9  PR EMIUM INCOME
Premium income has been included before deduction of reinsurance and retrocession premiums and amounts to eur 25,019 million (1999:
eur 18,902 million) for life premiums and eur 4,095 million (1999: eur 3,510 million) for non-life premiums.
Premium-income life can be specified as follows:
2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9 2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9 2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9
POLICIES WHERE THE POLICIES WHERE THE
INSURER BEARS THE POLICYHOLDER BEARS THE
INVESTMENT RISK  INVESTMENT RISK TOTAL
PER IODIC  P RE MIUMS
Individual policies 7 ,150 4 ,505 942 930 8 ,092 5 ,435
Group policies 738 635 698 599 1 ,436 1 ,234
Total 7 ,888 5 ,140 1 ,640 1 ,529 9 ,528 6 ,669
S INGL E  P RE MIUMS
Individual policies 1 ,992 1 ,481 8 ,436 6 ,788 10 ,428 8 ,269
Group policies 3 ,396 2 ,193 1 ,072 1 ,250 4 ,468 3 ,443
5 ,388 3 ,674 9 ,508 8 ,038 14 ,896 11 ,712
13 ,276 8 ,814 11 ,148 9 ,567 24 ,424 18 ,381
Indirect business/eliminations 595 521
25 ,019 18 ,902
Specification of premium-income non-life by class of business is as follows:
2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9
Fire and other property losses 1 ,108 953
Marine and aviation 62 55
Motor 1 ,353 1 ,166
Health 350 368
Accident (1) 824 634
Miscellaneous 369 304
Indirect business 29 30
4 ,095 3 ,510
(1) Including disabil ity insurance products.
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10  INC OME  FROM INVE S TMENTS  OF  THE  INSURANCE  OPERAT ION S  
This item includes interest received, income from financial instruments to the extent that these serve to limit interest-rate risk, rental, leasing
and dividend income from investments, stock option dividends in the same amount as the alternative cash dividend, and amounts released
from amortised yield differences.
This item also includes income from investments for the risk of policyholders and from investments of annual life funds. Income from
investments includes realised results on disposal of shares of eur 855 million (1999: eur 641 million).
2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9
Life insurance 658 439
Non-life insurance 77 78
Insurance general 120 124
855 641
11  INT ERE S T  RE S ULT  FROM BANKING OPERAT IONS
This item includes the interest income and interest expense, results from interest-rate arbitrage, results from financial instruments to the extent that
these serve to limit interest-rate, and lending commission.
The interest margin, analysed on a percentage basis of the Netherlands and international operations, is as follows:
2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9
Netherlands 1 .89 2 .03
International 0 .79 1 .22
Total 1 .44 1 .79
The change in the interest result compared with 1999 is due to a decrease of the interest margin of eur 1,140 million (1999 compared with
1998: eur 64 million) and a growth in the average total assets of eur 1,239 million (1999 compared with 1998: eur 403 million).
12  COMMIS S ION
2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9 2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9 2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9
INSURANCE OPERATIONS BANKING OPERATIONS TOTAL
Funds transfer 503 466 503 466
Securities business 1 ,571 1 ,150 1 ,571 1 ,150
Insurance broking 100 78 94 89 194 167
Management fees 251 142 853 572 1 ,104 714
Brokerage and advisory fees 266 202 266 202
Other 516 184 343 377 859 561
867 404 3 ,630 2 ,856 4 ,497 3 ,260
Commission includes fees for services rendered, such as commission on foreign currency transactions, insurance broking and funds transfer
charges. 
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13  OT HER  INCOME
2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9 2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9 2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9
INSURANCE OPERATIONS BANKING OPERATIONS TOTAL
Income from participating interests 
and equity participations 65 75 322 239 387 314
Results from financial transactions 33 -15 1 ,154 749 1 ,187 734
Other results 161 84 410 380 571 464
259 144 1 ,886 1 ,368 2 ,145 1 ,512
Results from financial transactions includes exchange differences and securities valuation fluctuations in the securities trading portfolio. Also
included in this item are exchange differences in connection with holding assets and liabilities in foreign currencies, the results of the
associated forward contracts and the results from financial instruments other than those serving to limit interest-rate risks. Asset trading
results are also included in this item.
Other results includes income which can not be classified with any of the above items, including rental income, results on the sale of property
and leasing income which is not treated as interest.
RESULT S  FROM F INANCIAL  TRANSACT IONS
2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9 2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9 2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9
INSURANCE OPERATIONS BANKING OPERATIONS TOTAL
Results from securities trading portfolio -9 5 674 784 665 789
Results from currency trading portfolio 379 228 379 228
Other 42 -20 101 -263 143 -283
33 -15 1 ,154 749 1 ,187 734
UNDER WRIT ING  E XP E NDITURE
Underwriting expenditure includes reinsurance premiums, retrocession premiums, additions to insurance provisions, benefits, surrenders,
claims (including claims handling expenses) and profit sharing by life policyholders.
OT HER  INTE RE S T  E XP E NS ES
Other interest expenses includes the interest on the subordinated debenture loan issued by ING Groep N.V. in 1991, due 15 March 2001.
14  SAL AR IE S ,  P E NS ION  AND SOC IAL  SECUR ITY  COSTS
This item includes social security costs and other staff expenses.
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R EMUNERAT ION  OF  THE  MEMBERS  OF  THE  EXECUT IVE  BOARD
GENERAL POLICY ING’s remuneration policy for the members of the Executive Board is consistent with that for other senior executives within
the group. Its objectives are to attract and retain high quality people and motivate them towards excellent performance, in accordance with
ING’s strategic goals. The remuneration of the Executive Board is determined by the Supervisory Board on the basis of a proposal of its
Remuneration and Appointments Committee. The remuneration package consists of a base salary, a short-term performance-related
payment and a long-term incentive in the form of stock options. In order to maintain a competitive remuneration package, benchmarking
against comparable companies is carried out regularly.
BASE SALARY The base salaries are reviewed every two years against developments in the market. The salaries were not changed in 2000 as
compared to 1999. The base salaries of the non-Dutch Executive Board members are related to local and international practices.
SHORT-TERM PERFORMANCE-RELATED PAYMENT In addition to the base salary, each year a performance-related payment can be earned up to a
maximum of 30% of the annual base salary. The performance criteria for members of the Executive Board are determined annually by the
Supervisory Board, on the basis of a proposal of its Remuneration and Appointments Committee. These criteria are related to the results of
ING Group.
LONG-TERM INCENTIVE Long-term incentives for members of the Executive Board are provided through ING’s stock option plan. This plan
aligns the interests of shareholders and the members of the Executive Board. Acting on the advice of the Remuneration and Appointments
Committee, the Supervisory Board each year has the discretionary power to grant ING stock options to members of the Executive Board.
The number of stock options to be granted is related to the increase in the ING Group profit per share, with a maximum of 25,000 stock
options for each member of the Executive Board.
PENSION The pensions of the Dutch members of the Executive Board are based on defined benefit plans, which are insured through a contract
with Nationale-Nederlanden N.V. Employment of members of the Executive Board ends on 1 June of the calendar year in which they turn
62. By mutual agreement the retirement date can be 1 June of the calendar year in which they turn 60 or 61.Their prospective pensions
amount to a maximum of 60% of their base salaries. Just as for the other ING employees in the Netherlands, the pension rights of the
members of the Executive Board are free of premium. The non-Dutch members of the Executive Board have a pension plan related to their
home country.
The total remuneration of the members of the Executive Board as at 31 December 2000 is as follows:
amounts in thousands of euros
2 0 0 0
Base salary 4 ,886
Short-term performance-related payments 1 ,115
Long-term incentives (market value options) 2 ,337
8 ,338
Pension costs 1 ,713
10 ,051 (1)  (1999 :  11 ,011)
(1) David Robins,  who joined the Executive Board on 2 May 2000 and resigned at 4 December 2000, is  not included.
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The base salaries, short-term performance-related payments and long-term incentives (market value 
options) of the members of the Executive Board are as follows:
amounts in thousands of euros
SHORT-TERM PERFORMANCE- LONG-TERM INCENTIVES
BASE SALARY RELATED PAYMENTS (MARKET VALUE OPTIONS)
Ewald Kist 705 195 389
Michel Tilmant 1 ,144 177 392
Fred Hubbell (1) 936
Hessel Lindenbergh 600 177 389
Cees Maas 600 177 389
Alexander Rinnooy Kan 600 177 389
Godfried van der Lugt (2) 301 212 389
4 ,886 1 ,115 2 ,337
(1) Fred Hubbell joined the Executive Board on 2 May 2000.
(2) Godfried van der Lugt retired from the Executive Board on 2 May 2000.
The amount outstanding as at 31 December 2000 in respect of loans and advances to members of the Executive Board was eur 2.7 million
(1999: eur 3.5 million) at an average interest rate of 4.4% (1999: 5.3%). 
The following table summarises information about stock options outstanding and the movements during the 
financial year of options granted to the members of the Executive Board:
OPT IONS
WEIGHTED AVERAGE SHARE PRICE
OUTSTANDING AS AT GRANTED EXERCISED OUTSTANDING AS AT EXERCISE PRICE AT EXERCISE DATE
31 DECEMBER 1999 IN 2000 IN 2000 31 DECEMBER 2000 IN EUROS IN EUROS
Ewald Kist 157 ,273 25 ,000 29 ,793 (2) 152 ,480 44 .19 59 .78
Michel Tilmant 25 ,000 25 ,000 50 ,000 54 .63
Fred Hubbell (1) 70 ,400 58 .19
Hessel Lindenbergh 173 ,575 25 ,000 31 ,095 (2) 167 ,480 42 .34 59 .78
Cees Maas 142 ,480 25 ,000 167 ,480 42 .34
Alexander Rinnooy Kan 67 ,000 25 ,000 92 ,000 53 .51
(1) Fred Hubbell joined the Executive Board on 2 May 2000.
(2) Exercised at expiry date.
In 2001, to each member of the Executive Board 25,000 options were granted relating to the financial year 2000 (1999: 25,000). The exercise
price of these options will be fixed at the Euronext Amsterdam Stock Exchange opening price of the ING share on 15 March 2001.
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ING  GR OUP  S HARE S  HE LD  BY  MEMBERS  OF  THE  EXECUT IVE  BOA R D
As at 31 December 2000, Fred Hubbell held 428,000 ING Group shares of which 203,000 are held for his income only benefit in a trust.
Other members of the Executive Board did not hold ING Group shares.
R EMUNERAT ION  OF  THE  MEMBERS  AND FORMER  MEMBERS  OF  THE  SUPER V ISO RY  B O A R D
In 2000, the remuneration of the members and former members of the Supervisory Board amounted to eur 0.6 million (1999: eur 0.5
million). The remuneration of the chairman and vice-chairmen amounted to eur 68,000; other members received a remuneration of eur 39,000. 
The amount outstanding as at 31 December 2000 in respect of loans and advances to members of the Supervisory Board was eur 4.8 million
(1999: eur 4.5 million) at an average interest rate of 5.7% (1999: 6.2%).
ST OC K  OP T ION  P LAN
ING Group has granted option rights on ING Group shares to a number of senior executives (members of the Executive Board and the
Executive Committees, general managers and other officers nominated by the Executive Board), to all ING Group staff in the Netherlands
and to a considerable number of employees outside the Netherlands. The purpose of the options scheme, apart from promoting a lasting
growth of ING Group, is to attract, retain and motivate senior executives and staff. 
ING Group purchases direct or indirect its own shares at the time options are granted in order to fulfil the obligations with regard to the
existing stock option plan and to hedge the position risk of the options concerned. The purpose of this policy is to avoid an increase in the
number of shares, causing a dilution of net profit per share. As at 31 December 2000, all granted option rights were hedged, taking into
account the expected staff turnover. 
The option rights are valid for a period of five or ten years. Option rights, which are not exercised within this period lapse. Each year, the
ING Group Executive Board will take a decision as to whether the option scheme is to be continued and, if so, to what extent. Option rights
granted will remain valid (until expiry date) even if the option scheme is discontinued. 
The option rights are subject to certain conditions, including a certain continuous period of service. The exercise prices of the options are the
same as the quoted prices of ING Group shares at the date on which the options are granted. 
The following table shows the number of options outstanding and exercisable, analysed in accordance with the 
year of issue and exercise price:
OPTIONS OPTIONS
ORIGINAL NUMBER OUTSTANDING AS AT OUTSTANDING AS AT AVERAGE EXERCISE
FINANCIAL YEAR OF OPTIONS 1 JANUARY 2000 31 DECEMBER 2000 PRICE IN EUROS
1995 1 ,378 ,960 209 ,964
1996 891 ,233 292 ,991 182 ,467 23 .50
1997 8 ,351 ,777 4 ,961 ,836 2 ,013 ,430 37 .43
1998 10 ,420 ,465 9 ,187 ,779 6 ,854 ,521 60 .98
1999 8 ,671 ,625 8 ,432 ,906 7 ,961 ,659 51 .62
2000 11 ,404 ,043 11 ,159 ,843 59 .49
41 ,118 ,103 23 ,085 ,476 28 ,171 ,920
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The movements in the option rights were as follows:
2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9 2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9
WEIGHTED AVERAGE
OPTIONS OUTSTANDING EXERCISE PRICE
EXECUT IVE  BOARD
Opening balance 715 ,671 754 ,017 39 .10 33 .80
Granted 150 ,000 175 ,000 57 .31 51 .81
Exercised 60 ,888 33 ,366 11 .24 11 .15
Transferred to/from Employees (1) 104 ,943 179 ,980
Closing balance 699 ,840 715 ,671 46 .68 39 .10
EMPL OYE E S
Opening balance 22 ,369 ,805 16 ,116 ,128 52 .22 51 .86
Granted 11 ,254 ,043 8 ,537 ,025 59 .51 51 .57
Exercised 4 ,730 ,879 586 ,634 46 .39 36 .64
Expired 1 ,525 ,832 1 ,876 ,694 53 .05 49 .32
Transferred to/from the Executive Board (1) 104 ,943 179 ,980
Closing balance 27 ,472 ,080 22 ,369 ,805 56 .05 52 .22
(1) The options of former members of the Executive Board are included in the movements in option rights of employees.
The following table summarises information about stock options outstanding and exercisable as at 31 December 2000:
OPTIONS OUTSTANDING WEIGHTED AVERAGE OPTIONS
RANGE OF EXERCISE AS AT REMAINING WEIGHTED AVERAGE EXERCISABLE AS WEIGHTED AVERAGE
PRICE IN EUROS 31 DECEMBER 2000 CONTRACTUAL LIFE EXERCISE PRICE AT 31 DECEMBER 2000 EXERCISE PRICE
00.00 - 30.00 182 ,467 0 .33 23 .50 182 ,467 23 .50
30.00 - 40.00 1 ,990 ,615 1 .39 37 .27 1 ,990 ,615 37 .27
40.00 - 50.00 85 ,265 1 .74 41 .48 85 ,265 41 .48
50.00 - 60.00 19 ,085 ,290 5 .83 54 .61 3 ,315 ,957 52 .72
60.00 - 70.00 5 ,246 ,905 2 .45 63 .56 5 ,158 ,855 63 .62
70.00 - 80.00 1 ,581 ,378 8 .57 72 .57
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OT HER  EXP E NS E S
Other expenses include accommodation costs, goods and services supplied by third parties, depreciation on tangible fixed assets, insurance
commission and other general expenses. Also included in this item are the fees paid to Postkantoren BV for post office counter services and
mail transport and the fees paid to postal services outside the Netherlands for cashing Postcheques.
15  RESULT  BE FORE  TAXAT ION
The result before taxation is broken down as follows:
2 0 0 0 1999
Result Life 1 ,697 1 ,256
- Fire and other property losses 64 56
- Marine and aviation -7 2
- Motor 52 14
- Health 12 -6
- Accident (1) 103 83
- Miscellaneous 31 24
- Indirect business 7 9
Result Non-life 262 182
Result General 1 ,203 962
Result Insurance operations 3 ,162 2 ,400
Result Banking operations 2 ,605 1 ,981
5 ,767 4 ,381
(1) Including disability insurance products.
Result General relates to income from investments relating to the shareholder’s equity of the insurance companies and the results from non-
insurance companies.
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geo graphical analysis  of the insurance and banking operations
OPERAT IONAL  INCOME  BY  GEOGRAPHICAL  AREA
2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9 2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9 2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9 2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9
INSURANCE BANKING
OPERATIONS OPERATIONS ELIMINATIONS TOTAL
Netherlands 12 ,570 12 ,425 4 ,541 4 ,158 46 10 17 ,065 16 ,573
Belgium 1 ,475 1 ,418 2 ,069 1 ,837 3 ,544 3 ,255
Rest of Europe 1 ,781 1 ,417 2 ,791 2 ,269 4 ,572 3 ,686
North America 17 ,444 14 ,043 1 ,039 791 -5 2 18 ,488 14 ,832
South America 329 247 271 320 600 567
Asia 2 ,064 1 ,284 538 463 2 ,602 1 ,747
Australia 3 ,336 3 ,381 37 25 3 ,373 3 ,406
Other 155 140 16 13 171 153
39 ,154 34 ,355 11 ,302 9 ,876 41 12 50 ,415 44 ,219
Income between
geographical areas (1) -428 -186 -428 -186
38 ,726 34 ,169 11 ,302 9 ,876 41 12 49 ,987 44 ,033
(1) Mainly relates to reinsurance premiums ceded between group companies in different geographical  areas.
OPERAT IONAL  RE S ULT  BE FORE  TAXAT ION  BY  GEOGRAPHICAL  A R EA  
2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9 2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9 2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9
INSURANCE BANKING
OPERATIONS OPERATIONS TOTAL
Netherlands 2 ,017 1 ,697 1 ,441 1 ,062 3 ,458 2 ,759
Belgium 113 96 517 341 630 437
Rest of Europe 190 124 593 448 783 572
North America 579 437 -235 -74 344 363
South America -6 -9 171 119 165 110
Asia 82 -2 128 99 210 97
Australia 150 81 -9 -1 141 80
Other 37 -24 -1 -13 36 -37
3 ,162 2 ,400 2 ,605 1 ,981 5 ,767 4 ,381
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AMSTERDAM, 1 MARCH 2001
the supervisory board, the executive board,
C OR  HERKS TRÖTE R , Chairman EWALD K IST, Chairman
GER  VERHAGE N, Vice-Chairman MICHEL  T I LMA N T, Vice-Chairman
MIJNDERT  VE RVE RS , Vice-Chairman FRED  HUBBELL  
L UT GART  VAN DE N  BE RGHE  HESSEL  L INDEN B ER G H
JAN BERGHUIS  CEES  MAAS , Chief Financial Officer 
PAUL  VAN DE R  HE I JDE N ALEXANDER  R IN N O O Y KA N
AAD JACOBS
JAN KAMMINGA
PAUL  B ARON DE  ME E S TE R
JOHAN S TE KE LE NBURG
HANS  T IE TME YE R
JAN T IM ME R
0ther information
auditor ’s report
We have audited the abridged annual accounts of ING Groep N.V., Amsterdam, for the year 2000 as incorporated in this annual report.
These abridged annual accounts were derived from the annual accounts of ING Groep N.V. for 2000. In our report dated 1 March 2001 we
expressed an unqualified opinion on these annual accounts.
These abridged annual accounts are the responsibility of the company’s management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these
abridged annual accounts.
In our opinion, these abridged annual accounts are consistent, in all material respects, with the annual accounts from which they were
derived.
For a better understanding of the company’s financial position and the results of its operations for the period and of the scope of our audit,
the abridged annual accounts should be read in conjunction with the annual accounts from which the abridged annual accounts were derived
and our audit report thereon.
AMSTERDAM, 1 MARCH 2001
ERNST  &  YOUNG ACCOUNTANTS
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additional financial information
raroc
ING applies the Risk Adjusted Return on Capital (RAROC) framework in order to measure the economic performance of the banking
activities on a consistent and risk-adjusted basis. RAROC is calculated by dividing the economic return by the economic capital. Quarterly
RAROC figures are calculated and analysed for all major banking business units. Risk-adjusted pricing tools are used as a basis for pricing
certain transactions and as an important determinant in certain credit approval procedures.
In addition to risk and performance measurement, RAROC facilitates the efficient use of the Group’s capital base. With RAROC and
economic capital analyses as an integral part of the Group’s planning and control cycle, ING aims to increase focus on risk-adjusted
performance and efficient use of capital, in order to enhance shareholder value creation. Implementation of RAROC for the insurance
business units is still under development.
RAR OC  F IGURE S  FOR  YE AR  ENDED DECEMBER  31 ,  2000
The table provides pre-tax RAROC figures for the banking business units of the respective Executive Centres for the year ended December
31, 2000. The overall (pre-tax) RAROC for the banking activities is 15% (1999: 15%). The economic return, or the nominator of the RAROC
fraction, is based on similar valuation principles as applied in the financial accounts, with the exception of credit risk provisioning charges
which are replaced by a charge to cover expected losses over the entire credit cycle.
BANKING OP E RAT IONS 1 9 9 9 2 0 0 0
ECONOMIC CAPITAL
RAROC (PRE-TAX) (IN EUR BILLIONS) 2000
ING Europe (excluding ING Direct) 18% 19% 9.9
ING Corporate & Investment Banking 9% 1% 4.1
ING Asset Management 42% 29% 0.6
Total banking operations (excluding ING Direct) 15% 15% 14.6
EC ONOMIC  CAP ITAL
A key part of RAROC is the concept of Economic Capital, it is in fact the denominator of the RAROC fraction. Economic capital is defined
as the amount of capital that is required, given the risk types and risk exposure amounts of the various business activities. Economic capital
should be available to absorb future, unexpected losses. ING calculates the probability of such potential losses, using a high confidence
interval of 99.95% consistent with ING’s target debt rating (AA/Aa2 long term). Regulatory capital adequacy rules also try to determine a
minimum adequate buffer to absorb future unexpected losses, however, these rules are based on relatively mechanical calculation methods
and do not measure all the various types of risk. Economic capital provides a superior measure and is continuously analysed and compared
against reported available capital of the Group.
The economic capital is subdivided into five distinct risk types: credit risk, market risk, transfer risk, business risk and operational risk. The table
below provides the breakdown and represents data as per year-end 2000 for the banking business only and before taking into account inter-
risk diversification effects:
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ECONOMIC  CAP ITAL  BY  R ISK  TYPE
in billions of euros
Credit risk 6 .0
Market risk 3 .3
Transfer risk 1 .1
Business risk 2 .9
Operational risk 3 .7
Diversification effect -2 .4
Total 14 .6
Operational risk events occur largely independent from risk events in the other four risk type categories. Due to this diversification of risks,
the required economic capital can be lower than the sum of the five risk capitals. Since this diversification benefit cannot be attributed to any
single risk type, it is separately reflected in the table.
embedded value
The embedded value is an indicator of the economic value creation for businesses selling and managing long-term contracts such as life
insurance, annuities and pensions. It is defined as the present value of the future earnings arising from the business on the books at the
valuation date plus the free portion of capital and surplus. The underlying assumptions (expenses, interest rates, mortality, lapse, etc.) are
based on the latest available data and reflect the best estimates of future expected experience. The cash flows are discounted at a rate
representing cost of capital.
The embedded value of the l ife operations is  as fol lows:
in bi l l ions of euros
1 9 9 9 2 0 0 0
Value of business in force 12 .0 13 .0
Free surplus 9 .1 5 .8
21 .1 18 .8
The decrease of the free surplus is caused by extraordinary and regular dividends paid in 2000 to ING Group mainly used to finance new
acquisitions. The value of business in force of ReliaStar and Aetna have not yet been included.
The value of new business written in 2000 was eur 246 million against eur 252 million in 1999.
The weighted average ultimate discount rate in 2000 amounted to 8.3% (1999: 8.1%).
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ratios of the insurance operations
PERF ORMANCE  INDICATORS  NON-L I FE  INSURANCE
The breakdown of the combined ratio for the years 1999 and 2000 in the claims ratio and the cost 
ratio (in %) is as follows:
1 9 9 9 2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9 2 0 0 0 1 9 9 9 2 0 0 0
CLAIMS RATIO COST RATIO COMBINED RATIO
Total 75 .2 74 .6 31 .4 29 .4 106 .6 104 .0
The claims ratio expresses the claims, including claims handling expenses, as a percentage of net premiums earned.
The cost ratio expresses the costs as a percentage of net premiums written.
The claims ratio and the cost ratio together form the combined ratio, which, if less than 100%, means that there was an underwriting profit to
be added to income from investments.
REGUL ATORY  RE QUIRE ME NTS  WITH  REGARD TO  SOLVENCY
For the insurance activities, the required solvency margin is based on European Union directives. At the end of 2000, ING’s solvency margin exceeded the
required solvency margin by a factor of 1.5 (1999: 2.6), as shown by the following table:
in billions of euros
1 9 9 9 2 0 0 0
Available solvency margin 18 .5 19 .9
Required solvency margin 5 .1 8 .0
Surplus funds 13 .4 11 .9
ratios of the banking operations
Breakdown efficiency-ratios of (operational) banking activities by Executive Centre for the years 1999 and 2000 (in %)
1 9 9 9 2 0 0 0
ING Europe (excluding ING Direct) 71 .0 67 .1
ING Corporate & Investment Banking 80 .3 91 .0
ING Asset Management 67 .5 76 .2
Total banking operations (excluding ING Direct) 73 .6 72 .1
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R EGUL ATORY  RE QUIRE ME NTS  AND RAT IOS  WITH  REGARD TO  SO LVEN C Y
For the banking operations, the required capital in accordance with the BIS requirements amounts to 8% of all risk-weighted assets (known
as the ‘BIS-standard’). The table shows the risk-weighted assets, the composition of the qualifying capital and the solvency ratios.
ING  B ANK N .V.  R IS K  WE IGHTED  ASSETS
in billions of euros
1 9 9 9 2 0 0 0
Credit risk 187 .2 210 .0
Market risk 12 .1 9 .8
199 .3 219 .8
C OMPOS IT ION  OF  QUAL IFY ING  CAP ITAL
in billions of euros
1 9 9 9 2 0 0 0
- Tier-1 14 .0 15 .8
- Other capital 6 .7 7 .8
20 .7 23 .6
SOLVENCY  RAT IOS
1 9 9 9 2 0 0 0
Tier-1 ratio 7 .02% 7.22%
BIS-ratio 10 .38% 10.75%
credit ratings
Credit ratings are indicators for the likelihood of timely and complete repayment of interest and instalment of fixed-income securities as assigned by
rating agencies. The main credit ratings of ING are as follows:
STANDARD & POOR’S MOODY’S
ING Group AA- Aa2
ING  INSURANCE
- short term A1+ P-1
- long term AA- Aa2
ING  B ANK
- short term A1+ P-1
- long term AA- Aa2
- financial strength B+
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general
In recent years, Corporate Governance has moved to the centre of
attention all over the world. ING Group attaches great importance
to good management, adequate supervision and reporting, and
balancing the interests of its various stakeholders. This section
explains how corporate governance is addressed within ING Group.
PR OPOSALS  IN  2 0 0 1  S HAREHOLDERS ’  MEET ING  
In the Shareholders’ Meeting of 17 April 2001 proposals will be made
with regard to corporate governance: a) also providing legal persons
with the possibility to hold ordinary and preference shares, 
b) providing the Stichting Administratiekantoor ING Groep with the
possibility to also grant a proxy to holders of depositary receipts/legal
persons, and c) simplifying the procedure for granting proxy by the
Stichting Administratiekantoor ING Groep to holders of depositary
receipts.
meeting of shareholders and
providers of capital
ISSUE  OF  SHARES  IN  THE  FORM OF  DEPOSITARY RECEIPTS  &  PROXY VOTING
ING Group’s ordinary and preference shares are issued in the form
of depositary receipts for shares as an instrument to promote
balanced decision-making in the General Meeting of Shareholders.
The voting rights attached to the shares are conferred on Stichting
Administratiekantoor ING Groep, an independent trust office that
votes in accordance with the interests of the company, the
enterprises carried on by the company and all concerned with them.
The Stichting’s report for 2000 is included on page 78.
The depositary receipts for shares have limited exchangeability in
that sense that natural persons can each only exchange the
depositary receipts they hold for shares conferring full voting rights
up to a maximum of 1% of the issued share capital. For the exercise
of voting rights in the Annual General Meeting of Shareholders,
Stichting Administratiekantoor ING Groep will, on request, grant
the holders of depositary receipts a voting proxy up to the
exchangeability limit of their depositary receipts, i.e. only natural
persons, up to a maximum of 1% of the issued share capital per
depositary receipt holder.
CUMUL AT IVE  P RE FE RE NCE  SHARES
The authorised capital of ING Group is made up of cumulative pre-
ference shares in addition to ordinary shares and preference shares.
ING Group has granted Stichting Cumulatief Preferente Aandelen
ING Groep a call option on cumulative preference shares. Reference
is also made to the information on page 79.
A G EN D A  FO R  THE  MEET IN G  O F  SHA R EHO LD ER S
The agenda for the Meeting of Shareholders is drawn up by the
Executive Board and the Supervisory Board. Pursuant to the Articles
of Association, providers of capital (shareholders and holders of de-
positary receipts for shares) who alone or together represent at least 1%
of the issued share capital are entitled to have items included on the
agenda, provided the request is submitted at least 50 days prior to
the meeting.
executive board
R ULES
The Executive Board has drawn up a set of rules governing the manner
in which it functions, and these rules have been approved by the
Supervisory Board.
COMPENSATION,  GRANTED OPT ION R IGHTS  AND HOLDING OF  SECURIT IES
The compensation of the Executive Board members and granted op-
tion rights are disclosed on page 65 and 66. Executive Board
members are permitted to hold shares of the company as long-term
investments. 
supervisory board
PR O F ILE  O F  THE  SUPER V ISO RY  B O A R D
The Supervisory Board of ING Group has drawn up a profile to
serve as a benchmark for its composition. This profile is available at the
company’s head office in Amsterdam. No more than one former
member of the Executive Board can be appointed to the Supervisory
Board for every five Supervisory Board members. Former Executive
Board members cannot be appointed chairman of the Supervisory
Board. Former ING Executive Board members will, in case of an
appointment to the Supervisory Board, observe a waiting period of
one year following their retirement from the Executive Board.
R ULES
The Supervisory Board has drawn up a set of rules governing the
manner in which it functions. These rules also set forth the duties of
the Supervisory Board Committees.
corporate governance
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R E -APPOINTME NT  OF  S UP ERV ISORY  BOARD MEMBERS
Supervisory Board members retire at the next Meeting of Shareholders
following completion of a term of office of four years. Supervisory
Board members may be re-appointed twice to serve another term of
four years. Supervisory Board members are obliged to retire no later
than in the year in which they reach the age of 70 or, in exceptional
circumstances, 72.
As a large company within the meaning of the Netherlands Civil Code,
ING Group has a controlled co-optation system for Supervisory
Board membership. This means that the members are appointed (or
re-appointed) by the Supervisory Board itself, although the Central
Works Council and the Meeting of Shareholders have the right to
recommend candidates and to raise objections. The re-appointment
of Supervisory Board members is carefully considered and is in no way
automatic. There is a set reappointment procedure to be followed.
OTHER OFF ICES  HELD/ INDEPENDENCE OF  SUPERVISORY BOARD MEMBERS
Each year, the members of the Supervisory Board are required to
give details of any other directorships and paid offices they may
hold. Any such offices must not conflict with the interests of ING
Group in any way whatsoever. Responsibility for the proper per-
formance of the duties associated with membership of the ING
Supervisory Board in relation to those of other offices is a matter for
the individual Supervisory Board members.
R EMUNERAT ION  AND HOLDING  OF  SECUR IT IES
The remuneration paid to Supervisory Board members is determined
by the Annual General Meeting of Shareholders and is not dependent
on the company’s results. For the remuneration paid to members of
the Supervisory Board in 2000, reference is made to page 67.
Supervisory Board members are permitted to hold shares of the
company as long-term investments. As at year-end 2000,
Supervisory Board members held an aggregate of 9,785 depositary
receipts for ordinary shares, 22 depositary receipts for preference
shares and 580 warrants. If Supervisory Board members hold ING
options that were granted in their former capacity as member of the
ING Executive Board, these options are part of the ING stock
option plan specifications on page 68.
INF OR MAT ION  ON  ME MBERS  OF  THE  SUPERV ISORY  BOARD
C OR  HERKS TRÖTE R , Chairman (1937 - Dutch nationality)
P R I N C I P A L  F O R M E R  P O S I T I O N : Chairman Executive Board Royal Dutch/
Shell Group. F I R S T  A P P O I N T M E N T  S U P E R V I S O R Y  B O A R D  I N G  G R O U P :
May 1998, Chairman as of May 1999. Chairman of the Remunera
tion & Appointments Committee. C U R R E N T  T E R M  O F  O F F I C E : until the
2002 Annual General Meeting of Shareholders (AGM).
G ER  VER HA G EN , Vice-Chairman (1929 - Dutch nationality)
P R I N C I P A L  F O R M E R  P O S I T I O N : Vice-Chairman Board Koninklijke Pak-
hoed N.V. Appointed to the Supervisory Board of NMB Postbank
Group in 1991. F I R S T  A P P O I N T M E N T  S U P E R V I S O R Y  B O A R D  I N G  G R O U P :
May 1994; Vice-Chairman as of May 1996. Chairman of the Audit
Committee. C U R R E N T  A N D  L A S T  T E R M  O F  O F F I C E : until the 2001 AGM.
MIJ N D ERT  VER VER S , Vice-Chairman (1933 - Dutch nationality)
P R I N C I P A L  F O R M E R  P O S I T I O N : Chairman Executive Board Wolters
Kluwer N.V. Appointed to the Supervisory Board of Nationale-
Nederlanden in 1991. F I R S T  A P P O I N T M E N T  S U P E R V I S O R Y  B O A R D  I N G
G R O U P : May 1994; Vice-Chairman as of May 1996; temporary
chairmanship for three years as of November 1996. Resumed vice-
chairmanship in May 1999. Chairman of the Audit Committee as of
17 April 2001. Member of the Remuneration & Appointments
Committee. C U R R E N T T E R M  O F  O F F I C E : until the 2002 AGM.
LUTG A RT  VA N  D EN  B ER G HE (1951 - Belgian nationality)
P R I N C I P A L  P R E S E N T  P O S I T I O N S : Executive Director of the Vlerick
Leuven Gent Management School and extra-ordinary Professor at
the University of Gent (Belgium). Appointed to the Supervisory
Board of Nationale-Nederlanden in 1991. F I R S T  A P P O I N T M E N T  S U P E R -
V I S O R Y  B O A R D  I N G  G R O U P : May 1994. Member of the Audit Commit-
tee. C U R R E N T  T E R M  O F  O F F I C E : until the 2002 AGM. 
J A N  B ER G HUIS (1934 - Dutch nationality)
P R I N C I P A L  F O R M E R  P O S I T I O N S : Vice-Chairman Executive Board Ko-
ninklijke Pakhoed N.V. and member Executive Board AKZO N.V.
Appointed to the Supervisory Board of NMB Bank in 1987. F I R S T
A P P O I N T M E N T  S U P E R V I S O R Y  B O A R D  O F  I N G  G R O U P : January 1991.
Member of the Audit Committee. C U R R E N T  A N D  L A S T  T E R M  O F
O F F I C E : until the 2002 AGM.
PA UL  VA N  D ER  HE I J D EN (1949 - Dutch nationality)
P R I N C I P A L  P R E S E N T  P O S I T I O N S : director Hugo Sinzheimer Institute and
professor of Labour Law and Industrial Relations, University of
Amsterdam. F I R S T  A P P O I N T M E N T  S U P E R V I S O R Y  B O A R D  I N G  G R O U P : May
1995, also on the recommendation of the Central Works Council.
Member of the Remuneration & Appointments Committee.
C U R R E N T  T E R M  O F  O F F I C E : until the 2003 AGM.
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AAD JACOBS (1936 - Dutch nationality)
PR INC IPAL  FORMER POS IT IONS : Chairman Executive Board of Nationale-
Nederlanden and Chairman Executive Board ING Group. F I R S T
A P P O I N T M E N T  S U P E R V I S O R Y  B O A R D  I N G  G R O U P : 1 June 1998. Member of
the Audit Committee. C U R R E N T  T E R M  O F  O F F I C E : until the 2003 AGM.
JAN  KAMMINGA (1947 - Dutch nationality)
PR INC IPAL  PRESENT  POS IT ION: The Queen’s Commissioner in the
Province of Gelderland. F I R S T  A P P O I N T M E N T  S U P E R V I S O R Y  B O A R D
I N G  G R O U P : May 1994. C U R R E N T  A N D  L A S T  T E R M  O F  O F F I C E : until the
2002 AGM.
GODF R IE D  VAN DE R  LUGT (1940 - Dutch nationality)
PR INC IPAL  FORMER POS IT ION: Chairman Executive Board ING Bank
and ING Group. F I R S T  A P P O I N T M E N T  S U P E R V I S O R Y  B O A R D  I N G
G R O U P : April 2001. C U R R E N T  T E R M  O F  O F F I C E : until the 2005 AGM.
PAUL  BARON DE  ME E S TE R (1935 - Belgian nationality) 
P R I N C I P A L  P R E S E N T  P O S I T I O N : Chairman Besix N.V. F I R S T  A P P O I N T M E N T
S U P E R V I S O R Y  B O A R D  I N G  G R O U P : May 1998. C U R R E N T  T E R M  O F  O F F I C E :
until the 2002 AGM.
JOHAN S TE KE LE NBURG (1941 - Dutch nationality)
P R I N C I P A L  P R E S E N T  P O S I T I O N :  Mayor of the city of Tilburg. F I R S T  A P -
P O I N T M E N T  S U P E R V I S O R Y  B O A R D  I N G  G R O U P : 1 September 1997, also
on the recommendation of the Central Works Council. C U R R E N T
T E R M  O F  O F F I C E : until the 2002 AGM.
HANS  T IE TME YE R (1931 - German nationality)
P R I N C I P A L  F O R M E R  P O S I T I O N : Governor of the Deutsche
Bundesbank. F I R S T  A P P O I N T M E N T  S U P E R V I S O R Y  B O A R D  I N G  G R O U P :
May 2000. C U R R E N T  A N D  L A S T  T E R M  O F  O F F I C E : until the 2003 AGM.
JAN  T IMME R (1933 - Dutch nationality)
P R I N C I P A L  F O R M E R  P O S I T I O N S : President and Chairman Executive
Board Philips Electronics. F I R S T  A P P O I N T M E N T  S U P E R V I S O R Y  B O A R D  I N G
G R O U P : 1 October 1996. Member of the Remuneration & Appoint-
ments Committee. C U R R E N T  T E R M  O F  O F F I C E : until the 2001 Annual
General Meeting of Shareholders in which he will be proposed for
reappointment.
NEW APP OINTME NTS
At the Annual General Meeting of Shareholders of 17 April 2001,
the Supervisory Board will propose to appoint Luella G. Goldberg
(US nationality) as a member of the Supervisory Board. The proposed
appointment of Luella Goldberg is based on her experience with
financial corporations and her knowledge of asset management,
corporate governance, employee benefits and telecommunications.
stichting administratiekanto or 
ing groep
R EPO RT  TO  HO LD ER S  O F  D EPO S ITA RY  R EC E IPTS
In compliance with the provisions of Article 16 of the Conditions for
the Administration of Registered Shares of ING Groep N.V. dated 
24 January 1991 and most recently amended on 17 October 2000, we
hereby report the following to the holders of depositary receipts.
During the 2000 financial year, the Stichting carried out duties in
relation to the administration of ordinary and preference shares
against which bearer depositary receipts have been issued. On 27 April
2000, the Board met to discuss the 1999 annual report and the agenda
for the Annual General Meeting of Shareholders on 2 May 2000.
During its meeting on 13 December 2000, the Board was informed
about the general course of business up to 30 September 2000. 
As a result of the alteration of the articles of association of ING
Groep N.V., whereby among others the nominal value of the ordinary
shares was changed into eur 0.48 and that of the A and B preference
shares into eur 1.20, the Conditions for the Administration of Registered
Shares of ING Groep N.V. were amended. As at 31 December 2000,
ordinary shares totalling eur 472,724,784.48 nominal value, against
which 984,843,301 depositary receipts in denominations of eur 0.48
nominal value had been issued and A preference shares totalling eur
104,494,334.40 nominal value against which 87,078,612 depositary
receipts in denominations of eur 1.20 nominal value had been issued,
had been taken into administration. 
The composition of the Board is currently as follows: John Simons
(Chairman), Huib Blaisse, Jaap Hulshof, Ton Regtuijt, Hans de Korver,
Cor Herkströter and Mijndert Ververs. The activities involved in the
administration of the shares are performed by the administrator of the
Stichting: Administratiekantoor van het Algemeen Administratie- en
Trustkantoor B.V., Amsterdam.
Amsterdam, 1 March 2001
board  of  st icht ing  admin i strat i ekanto or  ing  groep
STATEMEN T  O F  IN D EPEN D EN C E
The Board of Stichting Administratiekantoor ING Groep and the
Executive Board of ING Groep N.V. hereby declare that in their
joint opinion the requirements concerning the independence of the
members of the Board of Stichting Administratiekantoor ING
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Groep contained in Annex X of the Rules Relating to Securities of
Amsterdam Exchanges N.V., Amsterdam, have been complied with.
Amsterdam, 1 March 2001
board  of  st icht ing  admin i strat i ekanto or  ing  groep
execut ive  board  of  ing  groep  n. v.
stichting cumulatief preferente
aandelen ing groep
The Stichting Cumulatief Preferente Aandelen ING Groep, estab-
lished in Amsterdam, was founded on 22 January 1991. A call
option agreement has been concluded between the Stichting and
ING Groep N.V. This agreement gives the Stichting the right to
acquire cumulative preference shares in the capital of ING Groep
N.V. up to a maximum of 900 million cumulative preference shares.
Whenever the Stichting acquires cumulative preference shares it may
acquire any number of cumulative preference shares which is con-
sistent with the condition that, whenever cumulative preference shares
are issued, immediately thereafter no more than one third of the total
issued share capital of the company consists of cumulative preference
shares. If and whenever new shares - other than cumulative preference
shares - are issued subsequently, the Stichting may again exercise its
right, subject to the provisions of the preceding sentence. On acqui-
sition of cumulative preference shares, 25% of the nominal value is
to be paid up.
The composition of the Board is as follows: Ad Timmermans
(Chairman), Henk Goris, Bas Kortmann, Allard Metzelaar, Wim
van Vonno, Lutgart van den Berghe, Ger Verhagen and Ewald Kist
(non-voting member).
STAT EME NT  OF  INDE P E NDENCE
The Board of Stichting Cumulatief Preferente Aandelen ING
Groep and the Executive Board of ING Groep N.V. hereby declare
that in their joint opinion the requirements concerning the in-
dependence of the members of the Board of Stichting Cumulatief
Preferente Aandelen ING Groep contained in Annex X of the Rules
Relating to Securities of Amsterdam Exchanges N.V., Amsterdam,
have been complied with.
Amsterdam, 1 March 2001
board  st icht ing  cumulat ief  preferente  aandelen  ing  groep
execut ive  board  of  ing  groep  n. v.
works councils and advisory council
central works council
as at 1 January 2001
MA RT IN  HER MA N N S , Chairman
HA N S  D E  B R U IN , Secretary
WO UTER  VA N  PUFFELEN , Deputy Chairman
THELMA  VA N  D ER  MEER -KR U ISMA N , Deputy Secretary
R O N A LD  B O EKKA MP,  LO U IS  B O SMA N ,  MIR J A M B USSE ,  FO PPE  VAN D I JK ,
G EERT  VA N  D R IMMELEN ,  L IN D A  VA N  EER D EN B UR G ,  A D  FESTE N ,  FRE D
HA LB ER STA D T,  D R IES  HEER O MA ,  J A N  VA N  HEST,  HA N S  J A N S S E N ,  WI M
KA N O N ,  R IN US  KO STER ,  B EN  MA N TEL ,  HEN K  PO RTE ,  HEN N IE  P OS T,
ME IN D ERT  R O O SJ EN ,  R O B  R U IVEN KA MP,  B ERT  SN ELLER ,  R UU D
UYLEN HO ED ,  J A A P  VO G EL ,  J A N  VR EUG D EN HIL ,  HA N S  ZU ID EMA
ing group european works council
as at 1 January 2001
SA B IN E  D IEHL , Chairman, Germany
HA N S  D E  B R U IN , Secretary, the Netherlands
A R SÈN E  K IHM, Deputy Chairman, Luxemburg
MATHIEU  B LO N D EEL , Deputy Secretary, Belgium
KARL  DAELEMANS,  MAURICE  JADOT & OLIV IER  VANDUEREN, Belgium
LA D ISLAV  SLA N IC KA , Czech Republic
VER O N IQ UE  ESC UD IE , France
MO N IKA  FA C HIN G ER , Germany
A LEXA N D R O S  A N T IO C HO S , Greece
LA SZLO  SZA B O , Hungary
A LA N  MA HER , Ireland
FR A N C ESC A  MUR G O LO ,  Italy
MIR J A M B USSE ,  A D  FESTEN ,  THEA  VA N  D ER  HE ID E ,  R E IN IE R  VAN DE R
HE I J D EN ,  MA RT IN  HER MA N N S ,  B A S  HO FSTEE ,  HA N S  J A N SSE N ,   
B A S  SN ELLER , the Netherlands
A D A M G R O MA D A ,  Poland
SO R A N A  C O N STA N T IN ESC U ,  Romania
J O SÉ  SA N Z  G O MEZ ,  Spain
C HR IST IN E  VA N  D ER  G IESSEN , Switzerland
C HA R LES  R O B ERTSO N  A N D  PATR IC IA  B EN THA M, United Kingdom
ing group advisory council
As at 1 January 2001
The Advisory Council advises the Executive Board regarding
strategic, social or policy issues or developments, which are relevant
for ING.
c o r p o r at e  g o v e r n a n c e
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c o r p o r at e  g o v e r n a n c e
ING Groep N.V.
Strawinskylaan 2631, 1077 zz Amsterdam
P.O. Box 810, 1000 av Amsterdam
The Netherlands
Telephone +31 20 5415411
Telefax +31 20 5415444
Internet: www.ing.com
e-mail: ing@ing.com
Commercial Register of Amsterdam, no 33231073
KAREL  VUURS TE E N , chairman, Chairman Executive Board Heineken,
the Netherlands
HANS  DE  BOE R , Chairman of MKB-Nederland (Netherlands Federation
of Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises)
GER L ACH  CE RFONTAINE , Chairman Executive Board of Schiphol Group,
the Netherlands
CHEN YUAN, President of the State Development Bank, China
MARINU S  DAL ING , Chairman Sanlam, South Africa
HANS  E GGE RS TE DT, former member Executive Board Unilever, the
Netherlands
MARC  EYS KE NS , former Prime Minister of Belgium
ROB ERT  FORRE S TAL , Chairman Banking Practice Group of Smith,
Gambrell & Russell, USA.
F R IT S  GOLDS CHME DING, former President Randstad Holding, the
Netherlands
RUDY VAN DE R  ME E R , member Executive Board AKZO Nobel, the
Netherlands
PAUL  NOUWE N, former General Manager of ANWB (Royal Dutch
Touring Club), the Netherlands
PET R A  ROTH , Lord Mayor of Frankfurt am Main, Germany
GEOR GE  VE RBE RG , Chief Managing Director Nederlandse Gasunie
(Dutch (Natural) Gas Board)
BEN  VERWA AYE N, Executive Vice-President Lucent Technologies, USA
JOS  WERNE R , Chairman Executive Board University Medical Centre
St Radboud, Nijmegen, the Netherlands
EC KART  WINTZ E N , Founder of BSO (IT), Managing Director of
Ex’tent bv, Management & Investment Company, the Netherlands
TEXT  A N D  PR O D UC T IO N
ING Groep N.V., Corporate Communications, Amsterdam
D ES IG N
Total Identity bv, Amsterdam
PHO TO G R A PHY
Reinier Gerritsen, Amsterdam
L I THO G R A PHY  A N D  PR IN T IN G
PlantijnCasparie Capelle a/d IJssel
B IN D IN G
Binderij Hexspoor bv, Boxtel
